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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the video above, Mattias Desmet, professor of clinical psychology at Ghent University in Belgium,

reviews the societal conditions under which a population ends up willingly sacriIcing their

freedom.

Desmet, who also has a master’s degree in statistics, discovered peculiar anomalies in statistical

analyses done during the COVID pandemic, which made him realize our global society is starting to

enter a “mass formation” state, a type of “collective hypnosis” required for the rise of a totalitarian

regime.

In this Aubrey Marcus podcast interview, Desmet reviews the step-by-step formula that results in

this collective hypnosis, and how this formula has been deployed on the global population over the

past two years.

Needless to say, he warns us about continuing down this path, and provides solutions that we can

take, both on an individual and collective basis, to prevent the loss of freedom that will surely follow

if we do nothing.

Nonsensical Modeling

Around the end of February 2020, Desmet started looking at case fatality rates and other statistics,

quickly realizing that there was something seriously wrong with the models presented to the public

and used as justiIcation for shutting down “nonessential” businesses and telling everyone to stay

at home.

The models were greatly exaggerating the threat of SARS-CoV-2, and by the end of May 2020, this

was “proven beyond doubt.” For example, the Imperial College in London predicted that if Sweden

did not lock down, 80,000 people would be dead by the end of May 2020. Well, Sweden opted not to

lock down, and by the end of May only 6,000 people had died with a diagnosis of COVID-19.

Strangest of all, Desmet says, was that everyone kept saying the coronavirus countermeasures

were based on mathematical models and science, yet “when it was proven beyond doubt that the

initial models were completely wrong, the measures continued, as if nothing was wrong and the

models were right.”

Clearly, then, modeling and science were not foundational or even part of the equation at all. This,

Desmet says, “was a strong sign that there was something going on at the psychological level that

was really powerful.”

Another tipoff that something was really wrong was the fact that none of our political leaders were

taking into account the collateral damage of their countermeasures. There was no cost-

beneIt/risk-reward analysis for any of the countermeasures.

The World Health Organization did warn that the measures might result in excess deaths from

starvation. Yet at no time did we ever see a mathematical model that took into account both sides

of the coin — the death toll from the virus, and the collateral damage of the countermeasures. And

without such an analysis, we could not assess whether the countermeasures might be more

harmful than the virus.

Anytime you consider a public health measure, a cost-beneIt analysis is essential. You cannot

make a sensible decision without it. Yet here, such basics were ignored as if the collateral damage

was inconsequential.

The Four Base Conditions for ‘Mass Formation’

What psychological dynamics and processes might be responsible for this apparent blindness?

After a couple of months, Desmet Inally realized what was going on. Society was (and still is)

under the spell of a mass hypnosis, a psychological process known as “mass formation” that arises

in society when speciIc conditions are met.

The central condition is a lack of societal bonding. In other words, social isolation on a mass scale,

which is precisely what the lockdowns were all about. We were all told that any contact with others,

including members of our own family, could be a death sentence.

I’ve heard of people who for over a year have not met with a single person, remaining locked in their

homes the entire time, for fear of contagion. But social isolation was a widespread problem even

before the pandemic. Marcus cites a survey, which found 25% of respondents didn’t have a single

close friend. What’s more, the loneliest age group were young adults, not seniors, as typically

suspected.

So, even before the pandemic, Western societies were suffering from a lack of community, which is

a key condition for “mass formation” syndrome to emerge in the Irst place.

The second condition is that a majority of people must experience life as meaningless and

purposeless. Desmet cites research showing that half of all adults feel their jobs are completely

meaningless, providing no value to either themselves or others.

In another poll, done in 2012, 63% of respondents said they were “sleepwalking” through their

workdays, putting no passion into their work whatsoever. So, condition No. 2 for mass formation

hypnosis was also fulIlled, even before the pandemic hit.

The third condition is widespread free-eoating anxiety and free-eoating discontent. Free-eoating

anxiety refers to anxiety that has no apparent or distinct cause. If you’re in the jungle and Ind

yourself chased by a lion, your fear and anxiety have a natural, easily-identiIed cause — the lion.

However, when you are socially disconnected and feel your life has no meaning, then a free-eoating

anxiety can emerge that is not connected to a mental or physical representation of a speciIc threat.

Judging by the popularity of antidepressants and other psychiatric drugs, condition No. 3 was also

fulIlled long before the pandemic.

The fourth condition is free-eoating frustration and aggression, which tends to naturally follow the

previous three. Here, again, the frustration and aggression have no discernible cause.

When Conditions Are Met, Mass Formation Emerges

When these four conditions are fulIlled by a large enough portion of society, they are ripe for mass

formation hypnosis. All that’s needed now is a story in which the source or cause of the anxiety is

identiIed and spelled out, while simultaneously providing a strategy for addressing and neutralizing

that cause.

By accepting and participating in whatever that strategy is, people with free-eoating anxiety feel

equipped, Inally, with the means to control their anxiety and avoid panic. They feel like they’re in

charge again.

Interestingly, when this happens, people also suddenly feel reconnected with others, because

they’ve all identiIed the same nemesis. So, they’re joined together in a heroic struggle against the

mental representation of their anxiety. This new-found solidarity also gives their lives new meaning

and purpose.

Together, this connection, while based on a false premise, acts to strengthen the psychological

disconnect from reality. It explains why so many have bought into a clearly illogical narrative, and

why they are willing to participate in the prescribed strategy — “even if it’s utterly absurd,” Desmet

says.

“The reason they buy into the narrative is because it leads to this new social bond,” he explains.

Science, logic and correctness have nothing to do with it.

“Through the process of mass formation, they switch from the very painful condition of

social isolation to the opposite state of maximal connectedness that exists in a crowd or a

mass.

That in and of itself leads up to a sort of mental intoxication, which is the real reason

people stick to the narrative, why people are willing to go along with the narrative, even, as

we said, it is utterly wrong, and even if they lose everything that is important to them,

personally.”

These losses can include their mental and physical health, their homes, livelihoods and material

well-being. None of it matters when you’re under the hypnotic spell of mass formation. And this,

Desmet says, is one of the most problematic aspects of this psychological phenomenon. Masses

of people become self-destructive through their myopic focus.

19th Century Mass Formation

Gustave Le Bon, a French social psychologist renowned for his study of crowds once said:

“The masses have never thirsted after truth. They turn aside from evidence that is not to

their taste, preferring to deify error, if error seduce them. Whoever can supply them with

illusions is easily their master; whoever attempts to destroy their illusions is always their

victim.”

Le Bon’s book, “The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind,”  takes a deep-dive into the characteristics

of human crowds and how, when gathered in groups, people tend to relinquish conscious

deliberation in favor of unconscious crowd action.

He warned that if society didn’t take heed and ward of social isolation and the anti-religious idea

that life has no purpose, we would end up in a state where mass formation would become the

norm. These psychologically damaged people would take over, which is precisely what happened.

A key example is the Nazi regime. Desmet points out that while we typically think of dictatorships

arising from the use of brute force and fear, the Nazi regime — and the leadership we’re faced with

right now — came into power on the back of this deep psychological phenomenon known as mass

formation.

People WILLINGLY participated in the Nazi atrocities because of the psychological state society

was in, the mass formation phenomenon, not because they feared their leader.

Key Difference Between Dictatorship and Totalitarianism

So, it’s important to realize that classical dictatorships and totalitarianism arise from different

causes. As a general rule, in a classic dictatorship, the dictator becomes milder and less aggressive

once dissident voices, his opposition, are silenced. Once he has seized complete power, he doesn’t

need to be aggressive anymore and can resort to other means to maintain control.

In a totalitarian state, the exact opposite occurs. This is crucial for us to understand, because in a

totalitarian society, once the opposition is silenced, that’s when the state commits its greatest and

cruelest atrocities.

An example of this is Stalin’s puriIcation scheme in the 1930s, which led to the death of about 80

million people in a single decade. The mid-30s is also when the Nazi regime began its insane

cleansing, which resulted in the Holocaust. Both occurred after the vocal opposition had been

quenched.

We’re now at another watershed moment in history, where the opposition to the pandemic madness

is being silenced. If we want humanity to survive and not succumb to global totalitarianism, we

must keep speaking against it, because when we stop, THAT’S when the real atrocities will begin. In

other words, we ain’t seen nothing yet. The worst is still to come — if we fall silent.

Here’s another important point. Totalitarians don’t stop committing atrocities once the opposition is

vanquished. It merely expands to new groups. Desmet recounts how Stalin switched from one

scapegoat to the next, as he kept running out of groups to blame and had them killed off.

Eventually, he ended up murdering half of his Communist Party members, even though most had

done nothing wrong and were loyal to him.

That’s something to ponder in our present situation. Right now, “anti-vaxxers” are the opposition the

totalitarian regime seeks to destroy. Once there are no more “anti-vaxxers,” say, theoretically, that

everyone in the world got the shot, the opposition to be done away with would become some other

group.

So, if you’re “vaccinated” and up on all your boosters right now and are cheering on the crusade

against those who don’t want the shot, know that it’s only a matter of time before it’s your turn to be

victimized over something.

The Tragic End That Awaits All Mass Formation Societies

The fate of those who succumb to mass formation and embrace totalitarianism is particularly

tragic, in a sense, because of another curious thing that occurs. People under its spell often end up

agreeing that they deserve to die and willingly go to their death. This, Desmet says, is what

happened with many of Stalin’s party members who were given death sentences for no apparent

reason.

As noted by Marcus, this is basically menticide, the killing of the mind. The psychological process

of menticide so degrades the mental faculties that rational thinking is no longer possible, making

you profoundly gullible. In this state, you’ll buy into any narrative without critical thinking.

Mass formation also always ends up creating more of the conditions that allowed it to emerge in

the Irst place. So, in the end, people who are under mass formation hypnosis will feel greater social

isolation than ever before, less meaning and purpose in life, and more free-eoating anxiety and

free-eoating aggression than before.

Mass formation also erases individuality. The group becomes all-important and the individual

inconsequential. Hence being told you, your parents or children deserve or need to die for the

betterment of society is acceptable and agreeable.

“Everyone becomes equally stupid, essentially,” Desmet says. “It doesn’t matter how smart

or intelligent they were before. They lose all capacity for critical thinking, they lose all

individual characteristics.”

Applied to today, this is shockingly relevant. It helps explain how and why parents are willing to line

up their children for an experimental injection that can disable or kill them. “Totalitarianism is a

monster that ALWAYS devours its own children,” Desmet says.

Mass Formation in Action

Another important point is that, typically, only 30% of people in a totalitarian society are actually

under the hypnotic spell of mass formation. It seems greater, but they’re actually in a minority.

However, there’s typically another 40% that simply go along with the program, even though they’re

unconvinced. They don’t want to stick out by going against the prevailing current. The remaining

30% are not hypnotized and want to wake the others up.

“ A key strategy to break mass formation and
prevent totalitarianism is for dissenters to join
together as one large group, thereby giving fence-
sitters who are not yet fully hypnotized an
alternative to going along with the totalitarians.”

The so-called Ash experiments clearly demonstrated that very few people, only 25%, are willing to

go against the crowd, no matter how absurd and obviously wrong the crowd’s opinion is. Two-thirds

of people are willing to go along with “idiocracy.”

Time and again, mass formation events and experiments show us there are three groups of people:

those who become spellbound and actually believe that the wrong answer is the right one; those

who know the answer is wrong, but dare not tell the truth so they agree with what they know to be

false; and those who know the answer is wrong and say so.

How to Break Mass Formation

All of this points to what the answer is. According to Desmet, what dissidents need to do is join

together to form one large group. This gives the largest, 40% group — the fence-sitters who only go

along with the program because they’re afraid of being ostracized — an alternative social bonding

platform.

Most of them are likely to join the dissident anti-totalitarian group rather than follow the totalitarian

mindset that they don’t fully agree with. At that point, the mass formation is done. The totalitarian

state is Inished because the neutral fence-sitters, which allowed for mass formation to take root

and grow, are now no longer participating in that process. And without mass formation, a

totalitarian takeover cannot succeed.

Secondly, we must continue to speak out — LOUDLY. Speaking out can help minimize the number of

people who get hypnotized. It can also wake some up who already are under the mass formation

spell. According to Desmet, speaking out has also been shown to limit the atrocities committed.

“In my opinion, it is not an option to stop speaking,” he says. “It’s the most important thing

we can do.”

It’s not easy. As discussed by Marcus and Desmet, the totalitarian regime has the beneIt of being

able to control the narrative through a centralized media. Not surprisingly, mass media is a key tool

for the successful creation of mass formation.

A third action item is creating parallel structures. The power of this strategy was demonstrated by

Vaclav Havel, a political dissident who eventually became the president of Czechoslovakia. A

parallel structure is any kind of business, organization, technology, movement or creative pursuit

that Its within a totalitarian society while being morally outside of it.

Once enough parallel structures are created, a parallel culture is born that functions as a sanctuary

of sanity within the totalitarian world. Havel explains this strategy in his book, “The Power of the

Powerless.” As noted by Desmet, totalitarianism will always self-destruct in the end. The

psychological underpinnings are so self-destructive that the system falls apart. That’s the good

news.

The bad news is a totalitarian system can survive for long periods of time before petering out, and

there tend to be few survivors at the end. That said, Desmet believes this new global totalitarianism

is more unstable than regional dictator-led totalitarian systems, so it may self-destruct faster. So,

the key is to survive outside the totalitarian system while we wait for it to self-destruct.

However, we must still dissent in word and deed, in order to limit the atrocities and mitigate the

damage.

Ultimately, as in medicine, preventing totalitarianism is far easier than trying to break free later. To

do that, we need to prevent the four root causes of mass formation in society: social isolation,

purposelessness, free-eoating discontent/anxiety and free-eoating frustration/aggression. This will

be the task of those who remain once this global totalitarianism experiment fails and falls.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,176 ratings

ORDER NOW
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"When the whole world is running towards a cliff, he who is running the opposite direction appears to have lost his mind." -- C.S. Lewis,

famous author of "The Chronicles of Narnia"  "A time is coming when men will go mad, and when they see someone who is not mad, they

will attack him, saying, 'You are mad; you are not like us.'" -- St. Anthony the Great
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Thanks for reminding me that Lewis Carroll wrote Alice in Wonderland with the Mad Hatter maybe played by fraudchi.   Your quote

is similar but here's one that goes even further: "First they ignore you. Then they ridicule you. And then they attack you and want to

burn you. And then they build monuments to you."  quoteinvestigator.com/.../stages   Also all of these people wearing masks,

getting the dreaded shots and boosters, still don't get that without nutrition medicine is almost worthless. In fact, with nutrition it is

mostly worthless. They are so worried about dying at 87 for example that they can't take a few steps back and realize what is

going on. They also won't research or listen to any contrarian information.  As a nutrition coach, that's all I listen to.
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BlueQuasilica And as mentioned on these pages recently: H G Wells. "The Country of the Blind."   I am stunned by the reaction of

long-term friends in the UK and N.America, who I considered to be pretty sharp-witted, now succumbing to mass hypnosis. A

buddy in L.A. somehow  was convinced the the Delta variant was the most deadly version of covid-19 yet (where I live in the UK it

was a 1-3 day head cold, with some mild post-viral symptoms - and many of my neighbours refuse to be vaxxed ) and she is now

posting on FB warnings about the deadly infection rate (???) of the 'S.African variant'.  I have sent Dr M's and CHD articles to some

of these people and they reply with quotes from NIH and FDA, and Fauci. I guess a reply is at least better than nothing...

All we can do here is pray that our incompetent buffoon of a leader, Boris,  will remain in power and typically fail in the mission to

implement compulsory vaccination, given the UK opposition's link to CCDH. God knows what vaxxinators' hell they would

implement.  ;-)
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Charles Dodson aka Lewis Carroll wrote Alice In Wonderland. He was a pedophile, mentored& groomed by priests, like the young

men under Socrates. It's weird & devilish how the mental breaking & twisting works: a special kind of antichrist propagandist&

devious, deceitful tool is developed if they are not freed by the truth& Christ. And, of course, there is a foul spirit involved playing

pride& the tendency of men & women to behave as the beasts, as tho they had no conscience or free will choice.

Tho free will  makes them worse than any mere beast driven by instinct alone. Since freedom in Christ is a voluntary& free thing,it

cannot be faked,& most choose to follow eesh rather than truth& seeking God: few Ind that or eternal life. God doesn't deal w/ the

insincere or the proud, so they just go on in self-righteousness& hypocrisy concerning truth w/ or w/o religious labels & the Devil

has a hayday w/them.

Anyways, Dodgson was involved w/ the cadre of priests working to inIltrate& take men& women back to the bondage of Rome thru

fostering doubt concerning the word& pagan superstition. Every occult covert system in the world,& all 'counseling' in the dark

necessary to propaganda & illegit mass control mechanisms & techniques, are modeled after MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT,

MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH now headquartered in Rome w/ offshoots worldwide& connected by

craft to every false system of men& devils in the world, including Israel.

They're all about to get some wake-up calls after they think they've 'won' against God& truth, creating their own perverse world,

destroying those who will not conform. Dodgson, was the Irst pedo-photographer 'artist',& he took immense pleasure in seducing

the daughters of one of the men on the revision committee of the King James Bible,the man behind Humpty Dumpty.

Consequential judgment comes in terrible ways sometimes. But that true Bible exposes them all. Lewis was also closet Rome

'transformer'/builder.
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Well then; I've obviously lost my mind!
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We have been/are lied to a quite astonishing percentage in many areas, it's not just education, politics and mass media. I keep

discovering more, WTF! There are many revealing books, too many to list here, including: * "What Really Makes You Ill?" by Dawn

Lester & David Parker, which demolishes modern (pharmaceutical/industrial) medicine, including "vaccines". I think this book

maybe better than "The Myth of Contagion" by Thomas S. Cowan and Sally Fallon Morell.

* "The InInite Rainbow" by Arthur Firstenberg, about the wonders and harm caused natural and synthetic EMF, including that the

body contains natural batteries, linear motors, semiconductors, large scale electronic circuitry, Piezo-electric hearing, and use of

radio. Synthetic EMF can jam operations of the body, even to death! * "The FalsiIcation of Science" by John Hamer, which reveals

that science has been hijacked by dogmatism and corporations, which consequentially damages society and gives unwarranted

licence to politics e.g. Gravity, Relativity, and the Big Bang look like math. BS! "Alternative" theories with impressive experimental

proof, like the Electric/Plasma Universe, are suppressed.

* "The Rational Male" book series by Rollo Tomassi, which revealed the shocking damage to sexual/family relations, thus men's

dilemma, caused by communism ('elites' created sabotage ideology) tricking women to become full of themselves and waste their

most fertile years on useless and (self-)destructive behaviours. The "Religion" book, I've started reading, reveals that religions have

been hijacked and poisoned by the feminine imperative, which is part of the reason why men, and some wise women, have eed the

idolatrous churches. * "The FalsiIcation of History" by John Hamer, which is on my list to read, given the stuff like the "Tartarian

Empire", etc., I've seen. * Numerous books on diet and illness which reveal the bald-face lies spread by 'science', authorities, mass

media, and other corporations.
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Why Do People Willingly SacriZce Their Freedom?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

A psychological condition of society known as “mass formation” is a condition for totalitarianism. Under mass formation, a population

willingly sacriIces their freedom

)

The central condition for mass formation to occur is a lack of societal bonding. In other words, social isolation on a mass scale, which is

precisely what the lockdowns were all about. But even before the pandemic, social isolation was at a historical high

)

The second condition is that a majority of people must experience life as meaningless and purposeless. The third condition is widespread

free-eoating anxiety and free-eoating discontent. This refers to discontent and anxiety that have no apparent or distinct causes

)

The fourth condition is free-eoating frustration and aggression, which tends to naturally follow the previous three. Here, again, the

frustration and aggression have no discernible cause

)

Once these four conditions are widespread, mass formation can occur, which allows for totalitarianism to rise and thrive. A key strategy to

break mass formation and prevent totalitarianism is for dissenters to join together as one large group, thereby giving fence-sitters who are

not yet fully hypnotized an alternative to going along with the totalitarians. Another is to loudly speak out against the totalitarian regime, as

this is how atrocities are limited

)
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I found out that both Lewis Carrol and L. Frank Baum were into Theosophy. Both Alice in Wonderland and The Wizard of Oz have

similar premises.
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And how ironic, fundamentalassumptions, and deceitful is it, that they choose to invoke Babylon, the Mother of all Harlots, as a

woman. Women were, and are to this day, disdained and excluded from any authority or participation in the Church. Women were in

all likelihood forced, as slaves, to participate in any "harlot" type activities. Yet, the images become visceral...this is by design.
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◄ 2 Thessalonians 2 ▶  8And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and

shall destroy with the brightness of his coming: 9Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs

and lying wonders, 10And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of

the truth, that they might be saved. 11And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie:

12That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness. It's incredible to watch them

believe the lie and nothing you say or show them can break that spell. 

😥
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I am afraid what you say is true.  The most discult thing for people to learn to say is NO.  I have been a contrarian most of my life

but it has never bothered me.  It has gotten me in trouble a few times but who cares?  Stand your ground!
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Yes, Randy, call me INSANE. (I feel a little insane.) Thanks for the great quotes, Blue. ~L xooxox
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One pill makes you larger, and one pill makes you small, but the ones that mother gives you, don't do anything at all - Go ask Alice,

when she was just small... tell them a hookah, smoking caterpillar, has given you the  call.......  "   ~ Jefferson Airplane   .....I shall

never run toward the cliff. Stay strong.
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"Some people talk in their sleep.  Lecturers talk while others sleep."  Albert Camus
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DRINK THE KOOL-AID

www.bitchute.com/.../0MhjYRLOHeGe

The zionist bio-weapon-needle is working the gullible and innocent children are dropping like eies.

www.bing.com/search?q=The+zionist+bio-weapon-needle+is+working+the+gul..
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For a thousand years masks have been the perfect tool to enforce submission because they allow those who would rebel to hide and

make those who do rebel look like outsiders. We didn't call them masks, but veils.
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navisos34
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Sometimes a yellow star will do.
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If you mean veils for women, there was a good reason for that. It prevented women from deliberately using their looks/sex to

tempt, manipulate, or annoy men, and protected women from attack by men who lacked self-control. In some societies this was/is

a less wasteful and messy solution than having to punish/kill men and women who committed adulatory, or to protect women from

attack. Before you say, but Feminism:

The Suffragettes where a dysfunctional symptom of the deliberate destruction of cottage industry by wealthy industrialists, which

disrupted women's role in the home, and some "Suffragettes" became bomb & drive terrorists, after funding by mischievous

wealthy women, merely for their destructive entertainment. As with any malady it is better to eliminate the cause than to try to

cover over the symptoms. This idiocy, with 'elite' help, led to the escalating cancer of "Feminism", which if not banned soon, will, as

seen in prior history, lead to the collapse of society, which will ironically then make feminism impossible.
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If mandated, I will refuse to wear a surgical mask, but instead, will wear a full horror Halloween mask, in protest.
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Har1272 when you are wearing a mask, nobody knows you are sticking out your 

😛

.
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mirandola
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Thank you Dr Mercola, for writing about the psychological underpinnings of this whole debacle and of positive solutions such as large

groups of dissenters. Much appreciation! I observe, as an American citizen having lived in a country bordering on the Iron Curtain, having

stood at its border and spoken to people from that regime, that Americans at large are blissfully ignorant of the red eags signaling

dictatorship, and what life looks like once dictatorship takes over. So accustomed to our freedoms, Americans truly don't "get it". Point out

the eaws, and some Americans even shrug. Or they offer comments that reeect gaps of awareness and foresight, based on being so used

to freedom that Americans simply can not fathom what dictatorships do. If they do understand, they think "oh, but that would never

happen here!" It is very important to wake up and hold a watchful eye of awareness! "Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty".

Even on this forum, it must be noted that when Dr Mercola has recently written about loss of free speech and the censorship machine,

what do commenters write about and promote to the top of the forum? Why, the health topic, of course!  Yes this is deeply important and I

too, am very passionate about this area.  Yet, I reiterate, if we have no free speech and we have censorship, we will not be so much as

talking about natural health. Even I could never have predicted how soon that day would come to the USA and even the entire globe!

 Fellow Mercolans, my gratitude for all of you who do indeed write very passionately about the slavery to come. Please do stay vocal and

stay aware.

But we must be very strategic as we do so. I think school PTAs, college students, underground journalists covering joint themes, are keys.

PTAs, college students will wake other people up, and PTAs have enormous political clout. Please also reach out, send books/footage to

retired doctors, lawyers and the grassroots. With good strategy, we can win this. God bless.
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"Necessity is the plea for every infringement of human freedom. It is the argument of tyrants, it is the creed of slaves". ---Paul

Revere Jr, House of Commons.
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My good American friend, I grew up on the wrong side of the Iron Curtain. However, those others who did, still shared their misery

with many good and close friends, did not lose their religious beliefs, were not yet poisoned by artiIcially manufactured food. This

we no longer have while living in the alleged democracy that has deprived us from these few consolations.
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Mirandola, Couldn’t agree more. All else comes from freedom.
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I agree with you on the point that physical health and freedom are part of the same package.  Supplements will not be enough to

resolve the stress of being in a societal prison.  At this point the bigger picture focus needs to be addressed, while also keeping in

mind the importance of physical vitality and methods to boost it.
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Another great quote, Miranda, thank you.
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what this article lacks is an insight into the seductive qualities of the crowd - the role of identiIcation with the perceived majority - I have

read that one of the most pertinent aspects of decisions of who to vote for in a democratic election is the bias towards the candidate that

is expected to win - so that the major characteristic of the "free eoating" Zombie is the need to identify with the majority - the Masses

huddle together and as Canetti stated in his monumental "Crowds and Power"

there is a social ethos that drives individuality into the formation of groupings that culminate in the mob consciousness of the crowd - it

is not so much the grouping that is threatening but the momentum that the group asserts as its dynamic - revolutionary groups have

historically been minorities - basically these minorities reject passivity and demand change - they are prepared to Ight for change -

Zombie Culture is not prepared to move out of passivity - this static Ixed lack of movement reeects their Mass abstraction from the

social interplay that then is solely a reeection of the reactionary conservative  maintenance of its advantages versus the radicals that

demand that progressive steps towards a more open society be forced forward -

the BALANCE OF POWER seems to shift continuously - after the reactionary period of WW2 there was an opening up culminating in the

60s revolution but since then all gains have been eroded by a small minority of technocraticaly driven sociopaths that want the

development of the human spirit  to be driven underground and the supremacy of materialism to be ascendant - swings and roundabouts

- at some point the radical element will surface when the STAGNATION of the ruling class becomes unworkable - technology as a means

of oppression cannot succeed as the alternative is necessary for the human experiment to proceed and the attempt to enslave humanity

deteriorates and becomes moribund - history is NEVER static and CHANGE will come
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Stanley  I swear it was Thatcher's dream (as with all retentives)  to punish everyone in the UK  who dared to enjoy the 60s and 70s.

We've never been allowed to recover and neither has the BBC sadly.
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hi bee - yes the retentives never restrain their egomaniacal need to dominate others - milk snatcher was no exception - her morality

was deeply impressed on her son Mark {sarcasm} - but Zombie Culture saw her as the "Iron Maiden" - a warrior woman that over

emphasized the realm of "masculinity"
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Stan, I read your eloquent comment with the eoating Zombie description, which is perfect.  OMICRON IS AN ANAGRAM FOR

MORONIC.  The new variant designed with the usual script, hide behind the sofa.  Psych diagnosis are not always singular and my

guess is that a sociopath with demanding S&M symptoms made this one up.  But that could also be interpreted as the bank robber

who wants to be caught.  I am full of hope, ha, ha!

p.s. I wish Mrs. Thatcher had been in power during my convent school daze.  The nuns used to put the milk bottles on top of the

radiators and a lot of time it boiled and there was skin on top;  just thinking about that makes me feel ill.  I couldn't ever drink it.
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I spent many years of my childhood confused and trying to conIrm so I would be liked... at least some of the time... until I had

outbursts due to frustration or being subjected to injustices.  I was placed in impossible situations where i could not please elders

who had their own insecurities.  Then, about preadolescent age, I realized it was not working.  Like many rational people, I decided

it was time to try something different.  I decided to chart my own path.  This often got me into even more trouble.  However, I

realized that I was truly happy with my choices.  It was a turning point in my life and I have never looked back.  

If you can survive years of being put down, criticized and ostracized, while retaining a sense of self, you learn many things.  You

learn to appreciate your uniqueness.  You learn to be successful by following your dreams with a passion.  You learn

self-conIdence and self-reliance.  You learn right from wrong, not just going along with the crowd.  Although I had to learn some

discult lessons, it made me a stronger person and made coping with adult challenges much easier.  I can also shrug off people

who criticize me for being unconventional and not conforming.  I have found contentment and succeeded beyond my wildest

dreams.  I have the things that are important to me in life.  I never would have take the risks that resulted in my success if I did not

believe in myself.  It takes courage to stand alone when everyone is against you.  However, I think long-term and expect delayed

gratiIcation.  Also, some things are just the right thing to do, so I cannot justify making excuses.  Sometimes, I feel sorry for

people who have not had the advantage of experiencing some of the disadvantages I lived thru.  I try to leave behind the trauma

and retain the lessons.
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To address the points set forth in story-at-a-glance... #1  When people give up something, they choose "change" because it is less

threatening than the status quo.  They also believe they will beneIt in some way.  This may only be their perception and not reality.  For

example, all energy tends to rest, inc. humans being lazy. The ignorant will see an opportunity for laziness as a beneIt. #2  It is more

likely that life will seem meaningless and without purpose if there is no spiritual belief #3  Anxiety and discontent can result from internal

or external factors.  In the case of "snoweake syndrome" people just don't have their head screwed on straight. It may be due to

something as obvious as never learning coping skills and self-discipline during their formative years.  External causes of frustration are

factors that limit a person's natural desires to grow and achieve to pursue his own goals in life.

#4  Man away from nature becomes cruel.  People need to learn to live in harmony with nature and understand the cycles of life and the

seasons. The lockdowns and social distancing are isolating people. Censorship and cancellation makes it discult to organize and share

information.   If I could make one immediate change to promote individual freedom it would start with a simple personal action.  On

garbage day, each person would pick up their television and carry it out to the curb.   I am tired of hearing people say, "I only listen to the

evening news... our local programming is very good, so I don't have to worry about propaganda."  Let me remind you that advertising is

what pays the bills at tv stations.   (That is, unless there is public funding and govt control.)  Aprox 60% of a station's advertising budget

comes from drug companies. www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/are-we-already-living-brave-new-world-h..
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...then we must also carry our computers and the remaining few newspapers to the dustbin and wear earphones all day when in

public.
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Yes, Almond! I once thought local news was good / okay to watch.  I got the weather and local goings-on.  It's really much of the

same as the national news, all sponsored by mostly medicine ads.  They do throw in the occasional over-sappy feel-good story, but

it's all stuff I can do without.  I really don't even need to hear the weather.  I can Igure that out when I take my dogs out early.
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To your point about censorship and cancellation - recently, all the news sources I thought were 'unbiased' and where I would freely

comment now allow comments only from people registered with Disqus, Facebook, Google or Twitter. The reason is that they are

otherwise being 'demonetized'. Who could have the power to demonetize them? This is one of the few remaining sites where I Ind

myself able to comment and discuss current issues/events. In any case, it could not be more clear that covid is simply the means

to an end as stated in this article. That the power of 'the state' is being brought to bear (to what end?) is undeniable. Look to

Australia as an example of how bad things have gotten (or can get).
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Almond, Your suggestion of delivering the TV to the curb is a critical one. It seems that what we see in the last 2 generations is a

strange, "blankness". Like a TV test pattern serving as the basis of the brain. Parents have abdicated their responsibilities to their

children by planting them in front of the TV from the earliest age, creating an entirely passive, eat mind, one that cannot consider

active thinking but simply serves as a reservoir for whatever passes before their eyes on the TV. Since violence comprises a huge

portion of what is shown on TV, it seems that this violence is being reenacted on our streets by seemingly "normal" people.

Particularly disturbing is seeing the multitude of videos of young men and women laughing while they kick in the heads of seniors

as they lay writhing on the sidewalk. Or the huge percentage of parents who have deadbolts on their bedroom doors because their

teenagers have made repeated threats (and attempts) of killing them- this as evidenced on hundreds of Dr. Phil episodes. When I

talk to young people today I Ind very few who seem conscious and awake. Most seem like their bodies are present, but there is a

profound emptiness behind the eyes. Little did we know that this little entertainment box called the TV would destroy the human

spirit.
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Almond: We develop our humanity in the arms of our caretakers, hopefully at the breasts of our mothers and others in the village.

A broad spectrum of nutrition and immunity caringly given. A baby's world is 3 dimensional & is explored with all 5 senses. A TV is

2 dimensional with only two senses. Most children are not interested in TV until around 3, but even then the 2 dimensional 2

senses world leads to a miswired brain. That was evident more than 50 years ago.

TV had some redeeming qualities in the 50s. Public television was well funded by govt. & by donations. I remember watching

Science in Action on KQED from SF. My kids had Sesame Street & Mr Rogers in the 70s. There were also the Smothers Brothers &

other antiwar sentiments at least temporarily allowed. Drugs, Doctors and Lawyers were not allowed but corporate capitalism

cannot help but eat everything created for the people. So now TV is of little redeeming value except for Neteix. During the enforced

isolation & the closing of libraries, Neteix became my savior. I learned on the "Poop" episode of "Connected" that there are in the

air at all times 10 to 31power viruses. That means a trillion viruses for every grain of sand on all the beaches in all the world of

which there are only 10 to 19power.

I also learned that 50,000 years ago in an Iberian cave Homo Saps & dogs &  Neanderthals likely lived together. Makes me imagine

a prequel to "Clan of the Cave-bear" That "dog" had to be a wolf. From genetic analysis dogs separated from wolves about 17,000

years ago. I watched two very good movies. "Kiss the Ground" & "The Biggest Little Farm". Both give a positive solution to global

warming, which years ago was switched to climate change by industry because it sounded less ominous. Today even progressive

& radical media use climate change just as they use "cases" to indicate +PCR results. I quit contributing to Berkeley's KPFA

because they are ignoring the science. Being anti Trump does not preclude science.
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dog and all... Even without both overt and subliminal messaging, the passive activity of watching television changes beta waves to

alpha waves in the brain.  Alpha waves make an individual more susceptible to hypnotic suggestion.  This is in adults!  Who knows

the full effect on children's brains?  You don't have to take my word for any of this--do your own research and prove it to yourself.

Maybe this will give more people another good reason to get rid of their tvs.  I got rid of mine, rather than repair it, many, many

decades ago because I had better things to do with my time and did not Igure it was worth the cost of repairing or replacing. (It

was a tiny cheap black and white set.  I am that old.)  Since then, I have been ever more insulted by programming.  I think it was

better when we only had 3 channels.  

Parents, stop and think.  What is wrong when you go to the supermarket and your children beg for some junk food product they

saw advertised on cartoon?  Are you any better as you watch the ads for the latest model cars--or the drugs to "ask your doctor"

about?  Is this an ineuence you want in your family life?  What would your children be doing, instead, if they did not have a tv to

watch? I admit I am fond of watching old movies online--esp. the classics written hundreds of years ago--and politically incorrect

Westerns.

I also treasure those long dark winter days when I can read a book, while I spend more time working outdoors the rest of the year.

Unlike most people, the holiday season is when we slow down.  I only cook a few special meals on the actual holiday, so I am not

busy making lots of sweets.  We will not decorate this year, either. It seems people always give us ornaments for the house and it

is enough.  Our lives have been chaotic, so maybe we will resume next year.  Meanwhile, we are content and count our blessings.
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I junked my tv 53 years ago.  I can still hear my mother saying, "It must be true, I heard it on television."
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Thom Hartmann, amongst many others, predicted this in his wonderful book: "The Last Hours of Ancient Sunlight" in which he

described television as the opium of the masses. And "Drink me", in Alice, is a hypnotic command which sinks deep into a child's

unconscious.... as do many of the of childhood books and particularly Ilms. The worst, though, is we are dealing with generations

reared on TV and screens and largely cut off from what we older folk might consider "normal". Though what is normal nowadays?

Namaste
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Over the years since Irst being advised by another to read what Dr. Joseph Mercola writes, I have come to understand that this is,

perhaps, the largest group of open minded people on the planet. We are the reason why this site has been listed by Biden as the top

source of so called misinformation. Again, we are honest and law abiding people, probably living in every signiIcant nation, world wide.

Much more importantly, we have been given the chance to speak to each other as I do here, with our comments. If these words are true;

then it becomes our combined responsibility to act . . . yes, every single one of us. The most important point to make is that, while we
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then it becomes our combined responsibility to act . . . yes, every single one of us. The most important point to make is that, while we

enjoy our conversations and learning moments here on mercola.com; such internal conversation is NOT read by the general population of

the planet, and particularly the political and legal leadership of the planet.

As some already will understand, I have been active in placing my belief of law breaking into the hands and thus minds of the law, both

with the International Criminal Court in the Hague and more recently with the six Joint Chiefs of Staff with the UK Ministry of Defence,

and my local police service, including the Chief Constable for Hampshire, Olivia Pinkney. yes, I have also tried to open a useful dialogue

with my MP Damien Hinds, but have discovered he has not one jot of real interest in learning the truth, as his entire career is embedded in

service to his "party" . . . "good man, will always vote for us so give him a job for life in a safe seat."

As a group, rather than as a single individual, we hold immense power; but that needs to also have direction. What we need is someone to

deIne the best strategy; who do we all target? A million letters, good old fashioned snail-mail through a single letter box will be the very

best strategy. No NOT the same words from everyone, every letter different. May I be so bold as to suggest our Irst target is our local

Parliament Osce Prime Minister.
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That on each and every letter we note From: so and so, who learned to Take Control of My Health from Dr. Joseph Mercola. We

target EVERY World Leader, each in our local nation. So, get to it Mercolans. Not a moment to lose. Some further thoughts. Be

VERY polite, no name calling, or aggression as they can always defend against such. Keep it very simple, something along the lines

of you know that they are not telling the truth. A copy to your primary news station; here in the UK, BBC Director General. Always go

to the top of the tree, a subordinate will try to hide bad news, but a million envelopes to one single primary person cannot be

hidden. Now get on with it.
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Chris Coles thank you for your call to action from the most open minded cross sector perhaps society-wide. I agree with you! I

have been writing ad nauseum about strategies based on having met by coincidence,  a  political strategist who trained

writers/activists on an international basis, how to be most effective based on the power of the peaceful pen.

A) College newsletter editors are strategic. College students talk to their parents, who listen to their kids where they might

otherwise turn a deaf ear. Thus, the students waken the slumbering giant. They talk to their peers, who repeat. They are vocal and

passionate.  B) I think school parent/teacher associations right now are even more key. They have tremendous political clout,

would be the best to intervene with health departments and politicians, would talk to other parents and school principals, the

teachers, and their kids.

I suggest strongly, to send three copies of Dr Mercola, Robert F Kennedy and also Mikki Willis's new Plandemic book, to at least

three Board members of the local school PTA. This way, if one board member tosses it in the garbage, someone else on the Board

will read it. Let them wake up, and let them talk to each other and pass copies of the books around. Ask them to do just that, if they

read the entire book and then ultimately, agree with its contents. A letter can be included to that effect.

C) The strategist said: Wherever people are less inclined to read long articles and books, and prefer not to think,  politicians use

slogans. They are very studied in this art, said the strategist. We can do the same. (Note how BigPharma now and the media are

invoking "A Pandemic of the Unvaccinated". The science would hold the exact opposite to be true, there is no basis in fact for this

invocation, yet they use it and it does what they want it to do).  

D) Images and video footage with gut-wrenching impact will work. People are motivated by gut reactions, not facts. Use imagery

as a tool. Namaste.
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@ChrisColes, They won't care, most of those letters will end up in recycling bin bags, after annoying the osce staff who vet the

mail, before the MP even sees them.  As someone on Telegram stated, protest is useless, so physically It people must citizen

arrest all these people, for imprisonment, judgement, and punishment by a replacement political structure, starting locally, then

expanding nationally!
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This stretches back in time, probably long before the written word existed. It is the breaking of social bonds the Usurper/Conqueror uses.

Easier than outright war, if possible, a targeted population is saturated with wonderful gifts once welcomed as conveniences too

eventually become necessity's once the traditional independent ways are lost. (Currently, never ending boosters anyone?) Then comply, or

face aggression to Inish the job. Guess what, aggression will come to Inish the job no matter what, unless nipped in the bud. It has been

softer forms of Alone - Together forever, right along. What is now different it's being attempted on a global scale.  

* "So, if you’re “vaccinated” and up on all your boosters right now and are cheering on the crusade against those who don’t want the shot,

know that it’s only a matter of time before it’s your turn to be victimized over something." * Put another way, there always has to be a

boogieman so those who think they are without sin, can throw stones, if it gets bad enough, go to public hangings for entertainment. Until

it's realized too late, oh crap, why doesn't anyone come to help me. * "the key is to survive outside the totalitarian system while we wait for

it to self-destruct." * But, only if it is seen for what it is and people stop the madness before the social mindset infection runs to deep.

There is only one thing wrong with Kennedy's book, it's about Ifty, sixty years too late. Fraudci is nothing less than a mass murderer who

has been on a decade's long killing spree, totally unchecked. Together - together...nuff' said.
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So True on Fauci. So many had no clue about the criminality he has been involved with prior to 2020.
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Well said, juststeve, alas there is a string of Fraudcis and mass murderers puppeteered by blackmail and other mind control. The

mass-formation hypothesis gives this much darker reality a wide berth and bestows invisibility, while suggesting the only thing

going wrong is that the population was reduced to preschoolers by fear and destruction of social bonds (fair enough),  and lost all

intrinsic values and sound judgement capacity. That once we convince the population to drop their fear and act like sound human

adults again, the psychosis is Ixed. Not really. Indeed, let's name some of these evils dating back to the 50's like MKUltra,

SexMagick  and and alike psych-ops (TV?) in which our governments experimented with and unleashed personality fragmentation

and mind control programs onto the population, especially children.  The truth is that the subverted and mind-fractured victims

have been ushered into higher ranks in industry and government today. This evil is documented by survivors and is psychologically

so unsettling, it is immediately put on 'mind ice' by the spared population.  [See example

www.amazon.ca/SPARKY-Surviving-Juliette-Engel-MD/dp/1634242955/ref=sr_..  ] .  This issue has forever been gagged by media

and been deeected as conspiracy pizza, but is a much larger and darker globally connected web, than most imagine. With this in

place, society will not achieve bonding and healing.
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I can’t believe how people are falling for all these lies. I have always been a bit of a rebel and beat to my own drum. I always felt like

something was very wrong about all of this. I won’t be fooled by them. They won’t give me my freedom because freedom is my God given

right. I already have it. We have to stand up to this. We have God on our side
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Half of the population has below average intelligence. . .
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I will never stop Ighting. Never. My freedoms mean everything. Those who try to take mine will pay dearly.
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We also have a "A psychological condition of society known as 'masked formation,' 'masked information, and 'masked misinformation'

such that a large part of the a population unknowingly sacriIces their freedom. The mask isolates the individual, stopping many

cooperative activities like singing, chanting, even working together and moving together. Combined with social distancing, it gains power.

We cannot dance with each other on Zoom.   The mask increases isolation and frustration because it blocks natural expression of our

thoughts and feelings. The mask stops us from smiling, or frowning effectively. It discourages speech. It stops us from acts like "sticking

out our tongue," a powerful expression of strength. Life becomes meaningless when we cannot express ourselves. Even children

experience this and learning becomes less effective while wearing a mask.

The mask stops the formation of small, medium, and large communities - favoring the large homogenized community where everyone

follows the same set of rules, even when they know that the rules are ridiculous. As a result, it is discult, almost impossible, to send a

non-submissive message while wearing a mask as individuals or as a community. Even a mask with "NO MASKS" or "I DO NOT BELIEVE"

or "NO FEAR" is subverted by the very individual wearing the mask. Wearing "individualized" masks increases the isolation.
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The mask, is nothing more than a symbol of obedience/control. At least, we can walk outside and actually count the number of

true Lemmings - the ones who restrict their breathing; everywhere they go, with the otherwise useless muzzle! Those people are

the "New Normal"; and I will have no part of it!
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When this all started, I wanted a mask. I looked high snd low; but could not Ind it. If the actor was still living, I would have

requested one from him. I would still wear it; but I still have not come across one. Oh, to enter that masked crowd and scream

“High Old Silver and away!” And then gallop or run like hell before they could catch and hang me. Ah; but the living in the moment,

let us ride Tonto.
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Instead of the perfunctory surgical masks when mandated, those required to wear a mask doing daily living activities should start

wearing those scary, full faced Halloween type monster masks.  That should send an anti mask message.
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. . .the gnu abnormal. . .
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20 mins in. Good grief, it's as simple as that. The need for a previously lonely population to be part of a greater thing. Sad. Hey after

you've read the "Truth About Covid", download Robert F Kennedy Jnr's book "The Real Anthony Fauci" and try to hold yourself together as

you leaf through the horrors these wannabe Mengele's got up to. Experimenting on healthy mothers and children, allowing their livers to

collapse, not halting treatment and letting them die, is just one example. Then will someone please tell me why we're still listening to

them.
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Some good news out today.  See:  Bill Gates Charged With Murder For COVID-19 Jab Death in India’s High Court – Death Penalty

Sought.  welovetrump.com/2021/11/27/bill-gates-charged-with-murder-for-covid-19..   Let's hope this is just the start of the

justice we seek.
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Bought the book. A hundred pages in and I'm dreading the rest.
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MNPearl that is huge news! I just forwarded the link that you provided plus the hyperlinked India Bar Association's statement about

the case Iled in India's courts. Thank you! We must send this out to EVERYBODY of all stripes and colors! Maybe even mainstream

thinkers might consider after knowing that the government of India is prosecuting Gates for murder by these false and

misleadingly invoked, misinformation-based "Safe and effective" "vaccines".

EDIT: We also may need to be very watchful of the case in India. They name one single death as the basis for their prosecution,

where according to the Children’s Health Defense, “US VAERS data released today by the CDC included a total of 875,653 reports of

adverse events from all age groups following COVID vaccines, including 18,461 deaths and 135,400 serious injuries between Dec.

14, 2020, and Nov. 5, 2021.” Add the zero's to the numbers where the CDC says that only 1% of side effects and deaths are reported

in, and where the FDA says it is anywhere from only 1-10% that get reported.

If that is the case, then the India Bar Association may have Iled a bluff case, signalling the courts to toss it out by naming one

single death from the coronavirus "vaccines" and other truncated Igures regarding the polio vaccine et al. Is this Iled case

protecting or prosecuting Bill Gates? We have to watch them carefully and blog widely. On the other hand, the India Bar Association

does say they expect Iakhs, India's term for hundreds of thousands, of adverse event reports to be Iled related to the coronavirus

"vaccines". That may legitimize their claim a bit more. Please keep eyes on the case and blog about it. Thank you all.
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1984: Freedom is slavery - Peace is war - Ignorance is strength >>> Covid-1984: Cowardice is courage - Hiding is valor - Isolation is

togetherness
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@ mnpearl ~  Thank you so much for posting this.  Several wks. ago I 'thought' I'd saved a link with all the photos near the bottom,

(as this one has) showing one after the other who were now seriously injured or dead, but I can't Ind it now.  Sad as all this is, it

needs to be exposed to as many people as possible.
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MNPearl since that link went down, here is the India Bar Association's statement and a second article which a friend sent me,, but I

confess here that I have not yet read it. WIth that caveat, here are two links! Best wishes Mercolans!

indianbarassociation.in/worlds-Irst-vaccine-murder-case-against-bill-..  ~

vaccineimpact.com/2021/bill-gates-charged-with-murder-for-covid-19-vac..
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NOW SANTA IS GAY

‼

 Norwegian Postal Service's 2021 Christmas ad. ["Peak Woke" has been achieved... we'rrrre heeerrre]

www.bitchute.com/.../V9OSUWT9Yast  

stateofthenation.co/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Screen-Shot-2021-04-25-..
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OMICRON IS AN ANAGRAM OF MORONIC. Do you think people will start to realize this is a hoax?!!
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The trouble is "societal bonding" to media insanity.  Like baby geese, people become imprinted on pretty lying faces and Irm voices and

follow "their mother."  They believe these well paid propagandists to their own demise.  They think everyone believes and must hop on the

stupid train.  Rather than be shamed for being fooled more than twice and shunned by Judas peers, they'll stay on the trainride to

oblivion. They fear the consequences of being "different."  Rational thinkers and doers avoid coercion and this age-old trap of a

hierarchical baboon society.
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Well said!
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This reminds me of the Pied Piper story.
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Thank you Mirandola. Yes, I agree, computers, like so many things, are a double-edged sword. They must be treated with respect, care

and thought. It is so easy to write and post something regrettable, and their speed can indeed warp one's thinking. They are also escient

tools of dissemination, for better or for worse. However, they are here to stay. I could not write my books, or blogs, or design my products

without them. And, yes, I too am guilty of the cardinal sin of too much computer time....but I now watch very little TV and I do not listen to

the radio. I Ind that if I read the news, rather being indoctrinated, I can control the information that I choose to absorb, which is altogether

healthier. I think, as I have often said, that our attitude is what is going to deIne our futures - if we stay strong, brave, and true to our

values, then we have a greater chance of emerging less scathed than most from this utter chaos of the "widening gyre". Light and love.

Namaste
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50,000 Lemmings can't be wrong.
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LOL
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Thank you Dr. Mercola. In a phrase, lockdown = divide and conquer. Isolation contributes to widespread mental health issues, to say

nothing of the damage to the immune system and makes us far more susceptible to the mass hypnosis we are experiencing through the

media barrage and hype. All this with the intention of wearing us down, making us compliant and purposeless. Thom Hartmann, amongst

many others, predicted this in his wonderful book: "The Last Hours of Ancient Sunlight" in which he described television as the opium of

the masses. To say nothing of the rumours about jabs making us more susceptible to suggestion, courtesy of graphene and 5G. "Four

legs good, two legs bad", said Napoleon, the chief pig, in Orwell's 1984. Welcome to our Brave New World. (Huxley). We can and must

stay strong against this evil by protecting our integrity, nurturing our values and, to paraphrase Kipling, "Keeping our heads when all about

us are losing theirs". Namaste. PS. Robert Kennedy's book is brilliant.
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Thank you Pipblanc! I also think that the computers and TV have a lot to do with the mass hypnosis. Growing up in the TV

generation, it thought FOR people and they stared at it blankly. The computer now takes over creative thinking and spoonfeeds us

information. It all happens in such a eash of an instant that the time taken to think things through, whether analytically or

creatively, are both bypassed.

Therefore the computer takes over our thinking by virtue of pure speed. It's time for people to wake up to this pure fact and to

remedy it. The computers may have indeed many redeeming features, and one can learn so much on the internet, participate in

forums like this one, etc. However, there is also the downside which is very real and must be remedied. I think society at large

would beneIt greatly from more time away from computers, using them wisely and in measured fashion, then going back to er, real

life.  There is much to live for and many intrigues and beauties in life.  Blessings and light.
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Napoleon is a character in “Animal Farm”, not “1984”.
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On the positive side the vaxxholes supporting the State prefer to isolate from hypochondria. This makes it easier for the resistance

to meet than the masses who support totalitarianism. Our masked enemy. They are the sycophants of the NWO and should be

viewed as the threat to civilization they are! Remember, you cannot be hypnotized against your will and you cannot be hypnotized

to violate your moral code. Ergo all supporting this insanity should be held fully culpable for everything they do.

I used to try to warn them to be careful about the jab because of possible crippling or death. They have been wishing death on us

like the sociopathic monsters they have revealed themselves to be. Now I just don't care. If they drop dead of heart conditions

before 30, Ine. If they develop Beri Beri and lose the use of legs and hands they'd better not come running to me. (Lol.) If they

develop necrosis and parts of their body rot and fall off at least that won't be Covid. Not just stupid but meaner than snakes.
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This is a spiritual war. A war for the soul of mankind. This war has been occurring for centuries, however, it really started to become much

more assertive, stealth & deceptive with the launch of WW1, along with the horrifying display of new WMD's. The main purpose was to

attack & ultimately destroy the advancements of "Freedom" & "Liberty" in Western Societies by the creation of mass disillusionment,

spiritual disconnection, a suspension/relinquishment of critical thinking/wisdom, while elevating the reptilian brain emotional centers of

guilt, shame, fear, anger & hate, for which, has cemented the psychosis of entrainment of Ive sense perception & physical form as the

dominant, or, perhaps to many, the all inclusive reality.

This lead to the damming off of inner connectiveness/true Reality & was the catalyst that really began the global subversion of

humanity's God given rights & individual sovereignty "for the greatest good" into the current operationally fallacious meme, brainwashing

& propagation of "victimhood", "hero worship", "experts", "science", "virtual reality", "technology", centralization & the collective "for the

greater good of all".
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In recognition of where humanity is at, today, it is imperative that people grasp the reality of the situation we Ind ourselves in. The level of

disfunction & psychosis is directly proportional to the degree people have surrendered one's sovereignty, spiritually, humility, karmic

wisdom, vigilance & virtue for the illusion of "gain" and/or "being right", only to be entrapped by subjugation, selIsh servitude &

enslavement.

Those that survive & ultimately eourish this full-on assault, will be those that are compassionate, humble, wise, vigilant & virtuous, while

remaining uncompromising in their alignment, knowingness & dedication to Truth/Reality, accepting that many will not Ind

Truth/enlightenment. Transcendence & salvation comes with the understanding that one must be "in" this world, while not being "of" it.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nice comment, thanks Harv! One tidbit that pissed me off for the past 2 years, maybe earlier, is the use of the term "experts" or

"our expert panel" says blah blah blah....without spelling out who and what Inancial interests may or may not be involved, its a

dead giveaway that the information is Iction, often diametrically opposed to truth. Am certain a dozen or more phrases are

currently being used to hide the truth, would help for someone to come up with a guide, a cheat sheet for spotting planted data!

When I am speeding through text, unlikely to stop and untwist nuanced language. As an example, the head of the Health Services

of South Africa has called this new variant "A tempest in a teapot" because the illness is mild, presumably milder than any other

dominant variant so far. Just look at the pile up or pile-on of airlines cutting routes this weekend...and so it goes. Fear causing

panic.
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rose - your gratitude is appreciated. Being inquisitive, questioning & having the discipline to resist instant gratiIcation is key to

Inding the good path & for the recognition of Truth, for which, provides the foundation that will be of great value to oneself &

therefore, further translative into beneIting others. Raw honesty, resonance with truth & ability to glean through the vast & endless

mazes of human delusion, rhetoric & meaningless chatter quickly, in keeping attuned with reality, is necessary & guards against

getting bogged down in distraction & time wasting nuance & innuendo.

It's akin to reviewing a scientiIc research paper - by reading the introduction & conclusion Irst, one can quickly decipher if the

document has merit worthy of reading the rest, as long as one has a foundation & awareness of what truth is, to begin with.

Through the continual "unpeeling of the onion", one becomes progressively more valuable to others, for whom, rely, both

consciously & unconsciously, on the glowing beacons of conscious light to stay aeoat while venturing aimlessly into the dark cold

waters of the ego mind. Just like a ship sailing the high seas without compass, or, without knowledge of the stars, there is no way

to know the course one is on.

With regard to having a guide, or, "cheat sheet", one could never keep it 'current' since words & terms are constantly massaged in

order to obfuscate the truth & to suit the narrative & the agenda. Governments, the BAR Society, "special interest groups" & all other

deceivers are the drivers & masters of word deception. In light of knowing this, it is troubling that the focus has become so

enamored with "words" rather than 'intention', 'behavior' & 'virtue'. In response to your request, the following "words" have become

totally divergent or diametrically opposite of what they used to mean: health, science, experts, doctor, justice, pandemic, medicine,

isolation, cases, asymptomatic, testing, immunity, vaccine, etc., etc.
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rrealrose
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Hi Harv, hectic weekend, here's a link someone else may have posted. If you have not listened, catch it now less than 30 minutes

long, as some planning may date from 2016!! "STEW PETERS - Dr. David Martin - Felony Crimes End Pharma Immunity" -

www.bitchute.com/.../Re1q06Cg8oet  - we have been fed a plate of lies, with consistent editing over the past 18 plus months. The

deeper the rabbit hole, the more this appears a  20-year plan for survival of worldwide vaccine industry. And now, with no

leadership that focuses on damages done; Not even sure they have reached the bottom of injuries, deaths and shot failure. Yes, a

good time to work on positive outcomes in an alternate reality, on a higher level of human understanding.
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Mass formation?  Just look in any parking lot...every car is a shade of white, taupe, silver or black.  Every new home in a new

development is tan or taupe with the same eoor plan. Ever try to buy navy blue pants when that is just not the In color? lol...what is

considered art today?...well, Hunter Biden...need I say more?.. I believe we have lost so much individuality and creativity that people are

satisIed with being dictated by the latest big thing or trend. We have the internet giving it's version of information...television giving us

thousands of things to watch including what products to buy, what drugs we need..etc.....phones that answer our every question whether

right or wrong...stores that tell us how to dress, what to eat..what decor goes in our homes, what technology we need, and now schools to

teach us how to raise our kids (seems like the generations before us didn't have it right).

I think people have been primed for this so called pandemic. Stressful life today makes people glad that someone else is telling them

what to do, to be partially responsible for any decision making that needs to be made. Takes a load of of them...Limit peoples choices

and they are happier. It's simply easier to be told you need a vax, instead of learning the facts and having to make a decision that would

affect your family..let the other person do it..I've seen our society going "bland" for decades now...Maybe by slowly losing our creativity

and individuality, depending on others to keep giving us direction, we are also slowly losing our minds...
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Oh yes, went shopping for a car a few year back, silver was the hot colour, sale rep said it was the most popular.  It wasn't

popularity. That's not why, it was one of the only colours offered. Silver, black , white ,another controlling con game. saw through

that one. NK
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Hi, njlady~  You are correct about the mass colors, styles, shapes & whatevers. I can't tell you how annoyed I've been seeing the

'styles' of both women and men (and articles) over the past few yrs. that we have to accept.  I will no doubt be highly chastised for

my expressions here, and offer my apology; I generally keep my opinions to myself, but although it may sound off-topic, it's still

somewhat part & parcel of the present system. And I know many who agree.  

So IMHO - I've never seen so many bouncy blondes in my life, (do they REALLY have more fun?) with the hair (is it a style?) long

hair parted in the middle and either into the armpits, or pulled back in a tightly, severe manner which doesn't enhance the face.

 Years ago I remember someone telling me very few women could wear their hair pulled back with no shaping or lift around their

face, and they mentioned Hedy Lamar as one who's features were so 'even' that she could wear any style.  And the clothing

manufacturers have it easy now...forget set-in collars, sleeves, and varied colors!  Tops are all the same with 'low-cut' V necks to

show off their assets, and sleeveless, and most being in solid colors. And all winter, they still wear their skimpy V-neck tops

instead of a nice warm sweater!  Same with the skin tight pants - mostly all dark, navy or black - no style. I've always enjoyed being

my own person rather than a carbon copy of everyone else.  I make most of my own clothes, but for those who don't and want

better choices, the 2nd hand thrift stores offer some wonderful selections at bargain prices.

Instead of men showing off their handsome faces, well I won't go there, but they seem to like having their faces covered like all the

other guys.    And besides all this, yes, the whole rest of our surrounding world of technology is that 'we have to accept what they

offer' with little or no choice.  It has indeed, as you say, become a bland society.
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HealthiestChoices
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And I feel so, so sorry for the young parents due to all that's happening now in the schools. Children are no longer learning how to

WRITE, know history or geography, grammar, or other important subjects.  More and more parents have Inally become aware and

are home schooling or sending to private schools if they can afford it.  This didn't all just happen, although it's far worse now, but

yrs. ago when our son was in Jr. High, he had a pocket book with some very suggestive content.  I asked where he got the book

and he said they had to do a book report on it!  The following yr. he  was in a different school.    

I know there are several others on this forum with a similar value system - not falling into the twilight zone of today.  I still use a eip

phone (which I think may be obsolete soon) drive an older car (thank goodness- no tracking,) and no smart appliances. Yep, just an

old fashioned gal here. :-)
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@swonicky unfortunately, it's still the most popular color. We have a silver SUV, and I can't tell you how many times I have walked

to someone else's car in the parking lot. Yes I even entered  a couple!..lol . Now my husband has a business sign on the doors and I

can Ind the car easily..

@HealthiestChoices Thanks for that venting..brought a smile to my face..:0)...I know what you mean about the pants/tights that

they wear today..Honestly, most of the girls/women wearing them have no business doing so..But hey, what do I know?.... maybe

butt dimples are in!
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njlady ~  ROFLOL @ what's in.  I've always maintained the most eattering slacks are those that hang from the hips.  When they hug

every curve, every curve is more noticeable!  I know a lot of those gals like to just pull on the pants and go, but the more eattering

ones can still have an elastic waist, and they look far better below.
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I should have clariIed earlier about my blonde comment.  I didn't mean the average friends we know or everyday women in

general. For a long time I've noticed on the TV news programs that when someone new starts (especially the anchors) if they are

brunettes at the beginning, it's not long until they're blonde. I think the make-up artists probably talk them into it.  Also, more and

more TV movie actresses are blondes on a couple channels. A couple of my friends have turned their hair blonde, and that's Ine,

and they look nice, but if I were going somewhere with 6 or 7 blonde friends, it would be a bit strange.  Just didn't intend to sound

too critical.
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This article gives me hope.  Evil always has within it the seeds of its own destruction.  The fact that this is global and therefore harder to

control by the centralized Cabal is also in our favor.  We need to pass the word that we need to fear less and love more.  Fear is False

Evidence Appearing Real.   There are protests all over the world and they are a mixture of the jabbed and unjabbed so the murky middle is

coming onside.
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Thank you Woodcarver! I am sending this one up the ranks. Consider the many lawsuits and marches, walkouts, governors Iling

lawsuits, etc. The world is waking up, and those who are being proactive will inspire the same in other people. This needs to go

around, to encourage others. Thank you Woodcarver. Namaste.
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nomogmo
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I've read through every comment so far, looking for something that might lead to an actual, tangible way to "do something" - the article

convinces the open-minded reader that we must join together and form a large group and speak out LOUDLY. I realize complaints are

weak without a solution, and even though I don't mean to simply complain, I should offer some kind of positive direction. Problem is, I

haven't had one to share. No template, no plan, no nuts-and-bolts procedure, no organized grouping. Does anyone have any hints as to

speciIcally how? I think a lot of people want to help, but so far, I don't see how. I'm not talking conceptually how,  I'm talking practical

application how. My apologies for not contributing a workable suggestion - it's been a puzzle from the onset.
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Please Read my reply today posted to ChrisColes's thread, offered based on consultation with a political strategist. The strategies

will work.
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Mirandola, I didn't mean to dismiss your excellent reply. As someone who isn't a parent, I didn't associate with interaction with

schools. I had my antennae up for following the advice to form some kind of cohesive group. But on second thought, of course I

could Ind and buy the 3 books, and look up local schools and google up who the board members are. I'm not sure about making a

video-  it would take some doing to start from zero knowledge and equipment- this is where a group would be helpful in pooling

resources. Thank you for making me realize that I can do some things individually at least. Without a group asliation, I'd be

cautious to remain anonymous. Whoever the "bad guys" are, they obviously mean business.
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This recent video with Dr David Martin on the Stew Peters show may help:  

rumble.com/vpqhux-felony-crimes-end-pharma-immunity-us-criminal-conspi..   The current ongoing law suits by individuals and

groups of employees about stopping the jab mandates is not going to stop the endgame. He recommends your State Attorney

Generals (AG) investigate and Ile a criminal conspiracy complaint. He recommends individual citizens write to their state AG

advising that he/she knows a federal crime has/is being committed and that he/she wants the AG to investigate and pursue

criminal racketeering and conspiracy charges against the perpetrators based on the evidence in the packet.

Dr Martin is willing to speak to and educate any Attorney General - so ask your AG to contact him on your behalf. Get others in your

circle to sign on with you. Do it by formal letter sent via certiIed mail. The more letters the AG receives the greater the impact. I

also urge everyone to get educated and be prepared for Cyber Polygon - it's in the WEF's plan:

www.newswars.com/cyber-polygon-2021-globalists-run-simulation-of-a-com..

 covid-unmasked.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/CyberPolygon_Transcript_..
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Nonogmo no worries! And we do all have different areas of life that "Speak" to us, that makes perfect sense! The point however is,

that no matter our areas we are connected to in life, the strategies are available to all. So I am glad that you are now considering

this! Here is a video that (be prepared) will blow people out of the waters and raise such a high level response that the smoke from

their emotional feelings, if there was such a thing, would be blowing out the chimney, sky high! Careful, this is not for the faint of

heart! Shocking footage and very upsetting, but if this does not raise awareness and wake people up, then nothing will. Powerful

Ilm footage!  odysee.com/@neverlosetruth:0/What-MSM-Will-NOT-Report---Pandemic-Of-Th..
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WE MUST MAKE NOISE!  Make 5 calls a day - to elected oscials on the local, state, and federal levels.  Not only in your own state

but others.   Right now really smart people of both political parties are being lulled into complacency due to the appearance of

consensus online -- due to Mainstream Media and Big Tech's active censorship of dissenting voices.   In advertising, you know to

invoke peer pressure ("everyone's doing this") to customers who are in fear (ex: after watching a scary movie).

Ex: Robert F. Kennedy, Jr wrote an Amazon #1 bestseller -- "The Real Anthony Fauci."  It's sold out in Barnes & Noble!  It won't be in

stock until 12/24/21.  Has ANYONE on any of the major networks - CBS, NBC, ABC, CNN, etc - interviewed him yet?  No -- a media

blackout. So this censorship makes people think that everyone else (especially smart people on TV) that there's no problem.   So

avert this by taking a picture of yourself with RFK's book and post it on social media - Facebook, Twitter, etc.  (don't use any text)

As long as people can see the title with your face on it, that's a great way to get the word out and circumvent Big Tech's 1984

surveillance.
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Nomogmo: I think maintaining a positive consciousness from which we then act is important in not being controlled and defeated

by the horriIc aspect of humanity.  Here is an inspiring comment from a Native American elder that offers a positive perspective

on dealing with adversity: www.pressenza.com/2021/08/hopi-indian-chief-white-eagle-this-moment-hu..   Also acknowledging and

supporting those who are speaking out at their own personal risk, such as physicians, attorneys, nurses, athletes, other celebrities,

people in public service, etc, etc., is powerful and I see it happening a lot in social media comments.  I'm happy to see there are

many commenters who having personally chosen for example, to get vaccinated, have spoken out in deIance of vaccine mandates

for all.   Feeding the Positive, giving energy to what we are For, rather than hating what we are Against, shining LIght into Darkness

will in the end, always win.
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The problem is that every 'revolution' was orchestrated by some group already in power, so although the names changed just above

the top nothing really changed for anyone below, they just crossed out kings and opted for emperors and then corporations. If you

read history through the literature of the times then you understand that many people had already worked this out but could only

communicate through 'Iction', so writing is a really powerful tool and in particular parody or allegory.

This is why so many people can now see that Monty Python mirrored probably what the writers already knew was going forward,

particularly in the Universities/Army/Health Care/Politics.  #CashFriday is a pretty good example, an idea of Catherine Austin Fitts

 but there are so many others and you can create them easily yourself. Everything you can share that is opposed to big

government, big Farmer, big Pharma... counts. For example,  in 2011 we made a Ilm, a simple time-lapse of the construction of our

$5 Greenhouse made from recuperated materials - it has over 620,000 views but from the contacts and comments, we know that

many people all round the World actually made that greenhouse and grew food in it.

Every person who made it, didn't buy one from Amazon or elsewhere. If this episode has taught me anything it is that people either

forgot how to be creative or  how to share that creativity. Look at how scientists/academics/doctors/nurses/lawyers all kinds of

professionals (including undertakers) have now come together to share skills and information to help each other Ight and to bring

legitimacy and honor back to their calling.  You can start from home to get your own life away from technocratic control, if you

haven't already get rid of your mobile and TV and by example show how it can be done. Finally you have one great example staring

you right in the face, Mercola.com and I'm sure you like me have sent his  articles to others - so you've already started the

pushback!
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Hi NoMoGMO:  After much contemplating, I believe that everyone has their own special gift to contribute.  I've tried to It myself

into other's shoes and I wasn't as effective as when I was following my own passion.  So, being a homesteader, I would like to see

the awake ones buying up land around organic farmers/gardeners to protect them.  I'm selling my farm which is too remote for my

passion which is to get some property closer to civilization and open a healthy foods market that supports the local growers/food

processors/small businesses/artists.  I love networking and want to be a hub and help community to connect.

    The big corporations have taught me that bigger is not better.  I'd like to see lots of empowered small town communities that

then share with their neighbors.   The other thing I almost did before isolating my greater excitement was to create a retirement

community for the awake ones - our property is ideal for that - 72 acre nature preserve then create outreach programs for kids -

really groovy fun stuff that's enlightening.  Kids around here don't have much to do that's different and exciting.  I'm in West Virginia

where land prices are great and property taxes too.  You just need to be mindful of mining and fracking areas.
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One thing I did thru 2020, was loudly THANK every mask-free person I saw. I am looking for a Church with a Fellowship meal after

the service. This is found in all ancient Churches and the Jews. It is a major part of what produced the American Revolution. And it

is absolutely vital to Restoring The Republic. I contribute to CSPOA, the Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Oscers Association.

This is one of the biggest Patriot Organization, nonpartisan, and directly helping restore Freedom to We, the People.
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The injections are a curse.   We were far better off without them.   Data shows they are either largely or entirely ineffective.   They are very

similar to the inaccurate computer models.  Brandon is as fake as the models and the injections.  All three are governmental illusions.
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Yep. And Trump's continuous touting of his "Trump shots" infuriates me. Makes me more suspicious that we who voted for him

were had.
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The universe is governed by a cosmic duality, sets of two opposing and complementing principles or cosmic energies that can be

observed in nature. Dark and light, hot and cold, male and female (give me some rope on that one), the Yin-Yang.  But the opposite of

Love is not hate.  The opposite of love is INDIFFERENCE.  Don't live a life of indifference.  If you don't stand for something, you may fall for

anything.  "If not for myself, who will be?  If only for myself, what am I?  If not now, when?  Stand for truth, justice, and our God given

inalienable rights for life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
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It's because they falsely believe they are free. People need to realize their "leaders" are in fact liars and do not represent them. Once the

illusion is removed, people will more likely resist. Politicians specialize in keeping people in the dark. Reference the quote from Cicero

about the traitor.
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MALoftus1374
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Marcus keeps interrupting this brilliant speaker.  Why?   Please let him speak and stop interrupting!
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I noticed that too, but Marcus' interview made Mattias Desmet better known and Marcus contributed signiIcantly to the

conversation with intelligent comments.
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This problem is a byproduct of the refusal to accept responsibility.  If one does refuse to take responsibility one must, therefore, pass that

responsibility on to someone else, and there are many who are willing to take control,,,  though they are immune from taking

responsibility, so you are doomed.
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Exactly....zero accountability and the taking of responsibility!
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The idea that one person should assume responsibility for another's health but not their own is ludicrous.
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To take responsibility requires a certain minimum IQ, which happens to be
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I link two things: 1.  The "by any means necessary" concept signed onto by those who's Luciferian globalist plans and their dupes were

threatened by President Trump likely going to catch onto their diabolical plans. 2.  The biological warfare against the world population

will be selectively depopulating the compliant and gullible who "believe in" the so called "vaccine."  This leaves the vigilant rugged

individualist types who won't make good serfs.  Likely they wanted it to go the other way around yet their biological warfare to do this still

needed further research and development to be insidious as intended.  Instead, it was rushed to get President Trump out of osce at the

cost of not being ready to perform as intended in the premature release. Now I read this:

wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2021/11/something-isnt-ready.html?mc_cid=..   What are they about to do next?  be prepared, be very

prepared

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/27/2021 4:28:17 AM
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and6079
Joined On 2/16/2021 8:59:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trump fast tracked the vaccine (which Democrats distrusted labeling it Trump's vaccine), and despite having natural immunity

Trump himself was vaccinated. Trump may be vastly better than Biden, but his deals brought us the death jab, and he isn't

speaking out about it now. Trump is not the solution.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/27/2021 7:42:15 AM
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Boy Scout motto is- BE PREPARED.  The Handbook failed to name the actual bad guys. . .

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/27/2021 8:07:03 PM
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and6079 He has proven to not be vulnerable with his wealth and private security like mostly everyone else on the world.  Though

he missed seeing what you and I see, he likely learned many things that surprised him.  He will be more aware of the threat the

next time, IF our EXCEPTIONAL Nation still exists that long.  He has said: "They are after you.  I’m just in the way." - Donald J.

Trump

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/27/2021 10:37:35 PM
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

gaw9735,

I'm a Boy Scout!   "Elite paramilitary organization" -- Red Dawn
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hutuanga
Joined On 6/28/2021 3:10:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Joseph for publishing this article. I have gained some new insight into the current human condition and it will help me move

forward in my efforts to encourage people to wake up.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can breakdown  "Covid19 and all of its supposed mutation'  into one word........One single word.....

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~And that words is~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

                                              PHANTASMAGORIA

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/27/2021 9:18:01 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am not saying we are being lied to.  However, if I wanted to create media spin, this is one way i would consider doing it.  Say for example,

there was a news headline such as, "Scientists Dumbfounded After Extremely Low Cases of Virus in Africa".  Now, if you want global

control, you must keep people in fear and discredit this.  You cannot have them thinking about things like this and whether ivermectin and

hydroxychloroquine being used might actually be effective solutions.  This would preempt the sale of the vaxine.  

So, I would release news articles about a terrible new variation of the virus being discovered in Africa in an attempt to deeect public

attention.  Further, if there were doctors in South Africa making public statements about how mild the new variation is and wondering

what all the media hype is about, I would censor and cancel them...  Then, I would make sure to give some sort of "bonus" (in the form of

funding or reimbursement) money to African hospitals, activist organizations and fronts, and researchers engaged in Ighting this new

virus.  I am speaking hypothetically, of course.  What do you think?
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artist.jill
Joined On 5/9/2011 11:16:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Incredibly worthwhile perspective.  For related point of view on the psychological condition vis-à-vis this whole crisis, people might like to

check out — — odysee.com/.../Session-78-en:6  — — on Reiner Fuellmich's channel — — his interviews include one with a psychologist.

 Insights here are also based on relational dynamics.  I found this helpful and posted this the other day; due to the ephemerality am

sharing again.

Session 78, New Paths out of Trauma, this particular interview starts around 2:04:40;  psychologist Meredith Miller, a trauma coach, her

work involves teaching mindset and tools to help abuse victims recover.  Explains the individual in relationship suffering abuse and says

that the systems of society at large demonstrate same patterns.  She goes deeper into the idea of trying to convince people who are

experiencing the cognitive dissonance; the mental coneicts and denial that ensue.  That presenting suscient amounts of truth and

information is not enough to create awareness in the abused.  Rendered into that state, they don’t have access to their neocortex.  Plus

SO many more interesting ideas.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Artist Jill thank you for this! To break through denial , use video footage. People respond on the gut level, not the intellectual level,

wherever they are in denial or otherwise prefer not to think.

odysee.com/@neverlosetruth:0/What-MSM-Will-NOT-Report---Pandemic-Of-Th..   I am giving your important post a "like" to send it

up the forum! Thankyou for this and for the valuable link.
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SUESUE1
Joined On 9/25/2009 11:24:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For people to 'JOIN TOGETHER' they need a leader .. How about you Run for President of America and I will vote for you Dr. Mercola.  No

Joke,,
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for this explanation, as now I understand myself better... as every day I walk to town just to walk around and go into stores

without a mask.  I seem to be one of the few who don't wear a mask.  I feel this is my way of protesting and trying to make people see

that they can take it off.  I've been told to leave a restaurant because I wouldn't put one on to walk to the table.
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reply for: where to get info/ suppliers organic gardening seeds/methods: Self-taught seeker ; I "practice" every year to cultivate lg.

gardens; though a"Master Gardener" still learning : The Old Farmers' Almanac is New England-origin Yankee how-to info:

https://www.almanac.com/  ; online: Daves' Garden: https://davesgarden.com/  Organic Consumers Association:

 www.organicconsumers.org  , bookstore.acresusa.com  , https://www.chelseagreen.com/  offer great books/info.

Usually, I like to buy organic heirloom seed grown in the same growing zone conditions; so some seed suppliers I have used include my

home of New England sites: a Coop: https://www.fedcoseeds.com/;   knowledgeable seed trials pioneers :

https://www.johnnyseeds.com/;   small businesses whose heart and souls are in growing: strictlymedicinalseeds.com  ;

https://www.superseeds.com  ;  www.highmowingseeds.com  ; https://www.seedsavers.org/  ;  www.anniesheirloomseeds.com  ;

https://www.jlhudsonseeds.net/  ; https://www.stclareseeds.com/  ; www.botanicalinterests.com  , https://bbbseed.com/  ;

https://www.richters.com/  ; just a few veg/herb catalogues( I share the paper copies w/ my local library, where we have a seed exchange

program.

I belong to a food coop and feed the soil w/ amendments, green& regular manure, compost/leaf mulch I save some seed, and grow crops

not always associated with this area like Sweet potatoes, bitter melons, schisandra, goji, pink eye purple hull blackeye peas,okra, lots of

medicinal herbs & gathering  scientiIc evidence proof. I have found the journey to cultivation of my gardens has yielded much more than

just crops; it brings harmony to my soul to sustain a joyful life by producing abundance/sharing; not depleting , leaving a light footprint

and being a good relative to Mother earth, adding to diversity and being nourished by her, doing no harm. The Native American ancestors'

way that I feel most in tune with. Let's share
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wonderful, thank you.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems like the masses just follow along with the "we all must get vaccinated" mantra because they've heard it so many times on the

media, it must be right.  This mantra has over ridden all common sense, such as:     If the vaccines work, why do the vaccinated get sick?

If the vaccines work, why should the vaccinated fear the unvaccinated?  If the vaccines lose their viability in just 2-3 months, is it safe to

keep getting re-jabbed?  If the government has lied to us before, why should we believe them now, especially since big pharma funds their

election campaigns?  If the vaccines are so safe, why are the pharmaceutical companies protected from liability?     There are so many

red eags, yet the powers that be have managed to brain wash the masses.  It is truly terrifying how easily duped so many people are, they

are just like Lenin's useful idiots.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FYI I’ve got most if not all of conditions 2-4 LOL and I’m also the happiest and content I’ve ever been. I’m still not a follower. Why? Bc I’m a

human being who feels her feelings, I have emotional responses to life and I’m totally okay with being me! I’m a feelsky type of person

LOL
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOL, I just posted elsewhere about being content with who I am -  only I kind of really got carried away. :^)   But like you, I've never

been a follower and am content to just be me.  Life is SO MUCH easier when we don't have to be concerned about pleasing

everyone else.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is "thinking" with feelings rather than facts what has wrecked this once great country. . .Take a tour of your dwelling, ask how

many inventions came out of feeling, and how many from thought.  Compare to "social legislation"- how much from feeling, how

much from thought. . .during the sixties I observed the "great society" being formed- I thought at the time that it was being done in

order to wipe out the country and the West. . .Negro liberation being used to destroy the creative White race. . . USA was lost when

precious metals were drained from the monetary system. . .leaving a stack of worthless paper
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am amazed at how many people fell for the "Q" psyop. I am even more amazed at how many people fell for the fake scamdemic virus

scare, and stood in long lines to get a deadly poison bio-weapon shot that they did not do any research on, and now millions of those

people are starting to die and being maimed because of their ignorance. They would have discovered if they would have done their

research that there is NO virus. People did not start getting sick until after they got their shot. One researcher I follow said that people

that take ANY of the shots are basically giving themselves AID's. What really bothers me is at how absolutely ignorant people are at

trusting ANYTHING that the fake news mainstream media say's. Social dysfunction media fakebook, twitter, and all of the rest of them

play key rolls in the destruction of the planet and have to be stopped. I saw a quote yesterday that said that "the only cure for 1984 is

1776". Makes me sad to think, but that might be true for our world.
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Esther M. Cook
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Yes, absolutely we need 1776, but the most surprising thing of this whole drama is the realization that we CANNOT free ourselves

with guns and civil war revolution. terrorists." Violence becomes false eags, and our enemies are desperately strive to push

Patriots in that direction. They are full of slogans about how "Trump Supporters" and unvaxxed, etc are "terrorists." The narrative is

pushed hard so the least mistake can be fanned into infernos. We must be--and are--the very opposite, reassuring people and

calming fears. The article mentions loneliness and a feeling of meaninglessness and uselessness. Let's experiment on masked

fearboxes and ask them about their jobs and the value of them. If they don't know what use their job is, we can point it out to them.

How many will brighten up considerably?
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Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM
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People are so ignorant because the information hegemon, which includes government "schools," is almost airtight.
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“The Real Anthony Fauci” book by Robert F. Kennedy Jr is sold out at my local Barnes & Noble & BN.com online. Out of stock until

12/24/21.  My family shut me down on Thanksgiving when I tried to share what I know about Covid. They see me as an annoying gadey,

only bringing bad news.  Their attitude is if they die, they die - everyone else will too so they’re not alone.  They really don’t believe that the

government and doctors could be wrong on this. They think I have a lot of hubris, thinking that I know better than the experts.  What do

you think I should do? I’ve already given up on advising them, but on Christmas we will have parents and kids over.

I want to warn them against inoculating their kids with mRNA vaccines, but I don’t want to get shot down before I can even speak on the

topic.  All they want to do is be happy and not talk about anything of substance. They don’t want to get “political,” even though these

issues threaten our lives.  I live in America so this is not new, even before the pandemic. Conversation is considered rude when it touches

upon politics or religion. You’re considered uncouth when even broaching the topic (at least that has been my in-person experience).

 What has the experience been like for people outside the US?
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Can lead a horse to water Liz, but....
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May I guess? Ignorance and stupidity is not isolated to only the America’s. Look at the black hole projected from English eea leits.

Australia still bends a knee to ‘the crown’. Mask’s, social distancing, these are the so called rule’s correct? Well Assie’s have started

rounding up aborigines and moving them to concentration camps. If one of “the rules” is social isolation, what danger do these

aboriginal tribes pose to the ignorant city knee benders of the crown? Not a damn thing other than they are living free.

So you see, ignorance and stupidity are thing’s we cannot claim as sole American trait’s. I am sure there are stories like this

illuminating from every curve of the planet. I would have used corner; but! You waste energy trying to permeate this bubble that is

stronger than any immune system.When a herd run’s, do you feel it is to save the herd? No, it is to save oneself by running with the

herd. Some will fall; but that is the price and overall the herd survives. You are not alone, there is a herd that maybe you cannot

physically  touch them; but surely you can feel them spiritually.
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Whoever would have thought that the Nazi concentration camps would have happened? Yet they did. Wouldn't whistle blowers

have been deemed certiIably crazed lockup nutcases? Yet they were right all along, and they were not crazy! Alas, evil does exist.

It's the most painful thing in the world for some people to face this and admit it as the truth. Denial is the great enabler.  Tell people

that they are living in denial and it is understandable given the painful reality, but to shut one's eyes to reality only enables

dynamics to spiral unchecked. This can be dangerous. It is a known fact that addicts can take themselves to their graves based on

denial. So can the masses. Denial is not unique to addicts, it is a humanity-wide dynamic. It's time, and it's important, to wake up. If

people refuse to wake up, there is nothing we can do. Let time wake them up and tragically, there may be suffering before they do.

We hope not, and we hope for the best instead. God bless.
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Hi, Elizabeth ~ Your family is the typical American family - loving, caring, live & let live, and don't upset the apple cart.  I share your

concern, but unless and until something tragic happens to someone, most people just waken each morning and go about their day,

enjoying the hours just as they always have. They haven't had reason to be (or care about) being educated in the same 'natural

healing' 'down on gov't because they ARE wrong' attitude like 'we in the know' have. There are thousands of us out here in 'healthy

land' who desperately want for others we care about to learn how they can protect themselves and prevent (or even cure) many ills.

I've tried for years, usually to no avail, to help a few family members and friends who are suffering from different ailments. They

may SEEM to accept what you're saying and try to believe it, but down deep, it's either too much trouble, will take too long (meds.

work quicker,) or they plain don't want to be bothered giving up what they already eat, or habits they have. I love trying to help

others, sharing what knowledge I've learned over many years, and genuinely care about them, but if pursued too hard, most will

become obstinate and ignore it. I usually try Irst to kind of feel out the situation and test to see if they might be willing to accept

some tips in something that might be of help.  

These shots are so very dangerous and the virus is scaring people, so this is discult. This is all going as planned by those in

charge; building hatred & distrust within families and friends. However, if you could possibly have some type of proof about the

injuries & deaths coming from them, it might help. Perhaps the book will arrive early. Maybe you could make a few printouts of

something here or other links. Even so, some folks just don't want to trust those of us who don't have a doctor's degree, which is

sad. Hopefully you may convince even one person to listen to the dangers that can happen.  Best Wishes
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Cognitive dissonance. They won't listen to anything you say.
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I listened to Prof. Mattias Desmet when he testiIed to the Siftung Corona Ausschuss Session 63: Im Auge des Sturms  back in July,

ironically we are still stuck in the eye of the storm or rather it has got worse than in July but now we can see that the clouds are clearing

on the horizon! One of the statements he made then, which really seemed to me pivotal, was that a vast majority of the World's population

were deeply unhappy in their lives before this event, they didn't see any future in what they were doing nor any reason for continuing.

Most had no freedom but like lemmings were heading towards the cliff in their jobs, home life, relationships. Corona gave them a reason,

it had rituals and a mantra 'hands, face , space' it had a sense of belonging 'we're all in this together', every question was answered,

'problem, reaction, solution', so one no longer needed to think or be proactive in life.

The global government was providing all the solutions;  from how to wash your hands/sneeze, to when and why you could leave your

house, what to think, whom to believe in. People now had a reason to be alive - and Prof. Desmet opined that to try and take that away

from them would be nigh on impossible, like taking the life belt away from a drowning man. The trick is to Ind something else for them to

hang onto or to open their minds enough to make them see that the very reason they were so unhappy was because historically we

haven't moved on from the feudal model that has ruled us for millennia.  If I may make an analogy - most of the World's population are

living in a battery farm CAFO, they eat rubbish, are caged from at least 9-5 each day and get let out on the weekends. They are dosed with

medication and have lost all their inherent ability to forage and think for themselves. So now instead of just a tiny door that opens for 1

hour per day, we are throwing open the whole side of the building. We who've been free-ranging all our lives have to help - despite the

brickbats
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Sue, you’re right about the atomization of society and resulting loneliness and loss of purpose for so many people. I’d like to add

that that when you put people in a state of fear, they’re more inclined to follow what everyone else is doing. Advertising industry

knows that - if people watch a scary movie, studies show that they would be more ineuenced by commercials appealing to what

the majority of people are doing. By contrast, watching a romantic movie makes you more vulnerable to messages highlighting

your uniqueness.
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Because some commenters have written they need to still watch or listen to local broadcasting to get weather predictions, a world-wide

resource is as follows:  timeanddate.com         It is free to use, but subscribers who pay a low fee have access to many more options.  In

USA, I pay 15$ per year.  The company is based in Norway and has no agenda of politics or religion.  Local weather predictions, hour by

hour or other options is just a small fraction of the resources and calculators available.  Best of all, there's no waste of time.
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What convoluted tales people tell themselves to avoid looking reality in the face.  Have they never heard of the various tirades in which

billionaires state their wish for a vastly smaller world population?  Do they not know of the US State Dept's programs against women in

poor countries-- the "tetanus" shots to make them allergic to sperm-- the secret sterilization of many Brazilian women while under

child-birth-related anesthesia-- and others.

And yet they are determined to reinterpret acts which result in obvious death and suffering as merely "mistaken."  Is it because of this

failure of good men even to CONDEMN evil that it eourishes?

I have a word of advice for these two good men:  Stop projecting yourself upon the perpetrators of the covid exaggeration.  Stop

projecting yourself upon those who are bought off by the billionaire perpetrators.  It is normal, human empathy to understand others

through projecting oneself onto others-- but it has its limits because actual evil exists.

Evil isn't a cartoon witch cackling and rubbing her hands together.  Rather, it is the acceptance and striving after a moral code entirely at

odds with that of the world's 7 great religions.  It is a code that denies any rights or worth to ordinary people, except as they may be

useful to their overlords.

Your insistence to Ind the authors of the covid program innocent and confused denies justice to the many dead and dying.  Because you

and others refuse to condemn perpetrators and fellow-travellers it will continue.  It is not always ugly and narrow-minded to judge others;

sometimes empathy with their victims demands it.
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SupporterT
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Fantastic insights and wrap-up. I was born in former Czechoslovakia, a child of dissidents, Havel remains my hero.
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Political leaders set the tone for the masses or sheep minded. So it is far better to get leaders to change their minds and then the eow

down affect should occur quite naturally so that the non sheep have an easier task. So what will make political leaders change their mind.

For one if I can research the issue and get a clear understanding of the problem why can not their scientists and experts. They have I

suspect know already but politics is about ineuences and embarrassments. I have often heard political leaders say they do not care about

public denunciations of their policies because they are protecting their people based on "good science." So they feint by climbing the

moral high horse to place themselves in a martyr state. But you can not climb this horse based on lying and that is  why they are being

denounced but as always politicians never lie you should no that by now... "baaa"
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preston1953
Joined On 3/12/2008 10:34:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

11/27/21 Greg Hunter interview: "CV19 Booster Shot is Bioweapon Too – Karen Kingston" --

rumble.com/vpv057-cv19-booster-shot-is-bioweapon-too-karen-//kingston...  Very big stuff in this video. PIzer has lost there shield on

their injection by interstate distribution  of its new approved injection. THE EUA approval depended on no alternatives and was fraudulent.

Now EUA should disappear. Kingston spoke of NAC being powerful for the injected, MMs aka chlorine dioxide. She mentioned Frontline

Doctors call for Ivermectin and Zstack of Vitamins C&D, zinc, and quercitin. Also mentioned zeolite for removing metals. There is a new

level of intensity growing against the depopulation.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, there is no video:404 video not found.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I actually base this delusion on LAZINESS.  If you look closely that's what it is.  The easy less bothersome way even if it means more

hardship, ironically. STOP BEING LAZY.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lazy a symptom of low energy, which stems from poor diet AND from being drugged.  "Diet, injections, and injunctions will be given

to make it impossible to challenge the Powers That Be."   Bertrand Russell [1952], The Impact of Science on Society
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good_Hands posted this two days ago.      www.youtube.com/watch   The message, in simplest terms as told by new to me Natalie

Sudman, is don't worry. I also viewed another interview with her from 8 years ago. She reinvigorated what I've long believed but had

temporarily forgotten. My mortality is not a worry to me. My biggest fear is for those who are just getting started in life, that is, the youth

of our nation and the world. We here at Mercola all ask what can we do? Consider whether you too want to pursue this course of action: I

have just Iled a FOIA request in our county for this and last years Iscal years.

How much of our budget is being driven by the federal and state's DHHS? The jab juggernaut DHHS has betrayed the public trust since

1986. This story can be found within this insightful interview between these two men and therein also lies the makings of a lawsuit, or

more importantly a more immediate court injunction to halt the murderous kill shots aimed at our youngest age groups.

media.livecast365.com/highwire/thehighwire/content/1635806248371.mp4
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi epi-cure,

Thanks! Watched this for a second time, forwarded it, describes a vaccn house lacking any foundation...keep posting as it appears

this got buried.
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Spiritf
Joined On 8/6/2021 2:41:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a child I got in trouble for not obeying the rules , nothing has changed I am 61 and probably be in trouble again,  I think it’s important to

occupy our mind with making things learn new languages, work out, cook healthy meals, stop watching tv, and converse with each other,

everything they want us to do…..let’s do the opposite….I’ll wear the tea shirt …I’m a recovering digital addict!  And get out in nature ..
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fluoride in drinking Water = mass hypnosis (entrancement, entrapment, enslavement) It is known that in WWII the Hitler's *** put euoride

in drinking Water of Jewish ghettos to pacify them. And, 'coincidently' now when England is facing huge public protests against the Covid

mandates (man-created pestilence, GMOs, AI, etc) and general rebellion against England, against English ways and 'values', against their

class system of haves and have nots, against their pretensive superiority complex (Alfred Adler called it rooted in deep-seated inferiority

complex), against the global elites, against their secret society, against their insistence on global colonization, dominance, dictate, and

exploitation by 'divine right to rule' over the entire Earth in Roman-like brutal but hidden Pax Britannia agenda, against Rule Britannia --

Boris Johnson announced the plan to euoridate English public drinking Water. Interesting, huh?
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Spiritf
Joined On 8/6/2021 2:41:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe they have been putting crap in our water for a long time, I use zero water Ilters and take vitamins
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another excellent interview!  -  I can only hope that, as a last resort, it's true that totalitarian regimes are always inherently

self-destructive... Re: continuing to speak out, per Paul Kingsnorth's excellent recent newsletter: 'The Vaccine Moment'

paulkingsnorth.substack.com/p/the-vaccine-moment-part-one?r=167sc&..  ) he notes that he's Inally speaking out because, among

other things, "It is the fact that these vaccines, whatever their escacy in other areas, do not prevent transmission of the virus. - This

single fact - which has long been known but is barely ever mentioned - blows apart the case for vaccine passports, segregation,

lockdowns of the 'unvaxxed' and all such similar measures."  I will now mainly focus on this aspect of the plandemic when speaking with

those who believe that the unvaxxed are somehow harming others.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks to the video and articles by Mattias Desmet, Aubrey Marcus, and Dr. Mercola I now know how to break Mass Formation.  "And I

pray, oh my God, do I pray! I pray every single day for a revolution!"  www.youtube.com/watch
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CaptainKirkNCC1701
Joined On 6/2/2021 1:38:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This guy says that Mass Formation theory suggests that the Covidiots will eventually turn on and devour their own. We can only hope he's

right.
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Deppig
Joined On 10/7/2015 3:57:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow!!! What an enlightening article. I am  deeply grateful!!!
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GrasshopperMoongower
Joined On 10/31/2021 2:16:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Review 1. Social Isolation=this is Jail IsoLa means no society.  Stop talking to each other.  2. Lose that smile. Submit to the mask.  Lose

your face. "Steal your face right off your head. 3. TINA.   We've always been fascist.   Liberty is dangerous. 4.  The UnVaxxed are the

threat, I quote, "threat," I am told by a vaxxer 5. Obey, or else further Isolation which is learned helplessness. Since one is all alone just

coercion into the regime easier accomplished 7. One must be a willing outKast to survive. Find the other outKasts 8 build a new better

society with those who didn't starve to death etc nor get coerced into being killed
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

COMPLETE BABBLE! Always seems to be a way of explaining out the possibility of evil and accountability. Saying that the elite are not

fully aware of their actions does NOT do away with the fact that EVIL is still at work here. It is each person's responsibility to make

themselves fully aware of their actions and pleading ignorance does not excuse one's actions. We come across enough clues/truths

throughout our lives that we can either choose to ignore or digest. People spend more time explaining away the evil reality of their

actions passing them off as good .  "There is a way that seems right to a man, but its end is the way to death."
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foveola
Joined On 8/28/2021 5:59:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A voice in the desert... thanks Dr Mercola for showing the need to keep conservative platforms open and available.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The comments here from so many knowledgeable, deep thinking, brainiacs almost makes me feel like a Dunce. It's obvious that MANY of

you individuals are inInitely, intellectually superior to the "elites". I think you just lack the egomaniac & megalomaniac "genes". If we could

leverage all of this brain power, it seems like we could come up with and coordinate the best way to end this insanity very quickly. Maybe

that's just wishful Dunce thinking. 

😁
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Freedom comes with responsibility and people do not want to take any responsibilities that is why there is always something or someone

to blame...  The problem is much deeper than this.  People are weak to begin with.  Western culture, mentality.  That is why Russia and

Asia will never be understood.  Different culture different mentality, does not make them wrong, but perhaps superior bc they have

different values.   People in London were the happiest when bombs were blasting?...   selIsh,...  One of my grandmothers was in the

sieged Leningrad, the other dragged wounded and killed from the battleIeld, the only happiness they experienced was seeing people

survive, alive...

In modern day, society shapes human consciousness not the other way, as it should.   As Dostoevsky once wrote, if a person has a

conscience he will suffer for his mistake, the conscience will be his punishment-as well as the prison,..  People had managed to numb

this "organ" down.    And how ironic, "Power is given only to those who dare to lower themselves and pick it up. Only one thing matters,

one - to be able to dare!".  The problem with the world today is that the intelligent people are full of doubts, while the idiots are full of

conIdence...  Fear rules the world, and fear is nothing but a product of hallucinatory mind...
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preston1953
Joined On 3/12/2008 10:34:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Alan Watt (1965–2021)[1] was a Scottish-Canadian conspiracy theorist": rationalwiki.org/.../Alan_WattI  -- linked to show demonization

of truth seekers telling their truths. This is amateurish work and includes "It will literally make your EYES BLEED." "Literally" is often

misused , but this is offensive being so far off in a piece that is already over the top.

Alan Watts said the television was programming you and divide and conquer led to "atomization": people would be so divided as the

majority would sit alone in front of their televisions not interacting with each other. The depopulation agenda has shown us the toolkit on

divide and conquer. The deaths of hundreds of millions of people (and fetuses) does a lot for atomization. I call this atomization slavery.

The massive effort of oscialdom's perception management is to use Big Lie Theory as presently developed, gives us automatic coneict

when representing the truth. I call it Gladiatorial Slavery. It has to happen because the human ego's function is to keep you safe and tell

you you are special. The ego needs truth to determine dangers and best paths.

Clif High was the only person I followed on Twitter and he is now on suspension. Clif says we are in a war- the Inal war. It is the deep

state (Central banks are the central problem) v Humanity. The maiming and killing machine marches on with DARPA still inventing ways

to kill most of us off-- so THEY (The Hegemony Enslaving You- central banks) are up against the survival instinct of humanity. Clif says

inside this war is the CCP striving for the Chinese century and the top national power. The CCP had power to steal the election, pay

Supreme Court justices millions for a speech and capture media, politicians and schooling systems. Everything has It to a depopulation

agenda and a power struggle between the Dollar Empire and China for #1.  Chaga mushrooms and c60 are in Clif's protocol for the

jabbed.  W    We/Wee A      Are  R       Ruled
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Central Banks are evil indeed, and good on ya for Iguring that one out. They are owned by the same mega-corporations--Black

Rock, Vanguard, State Street Capital, and others--who ALSO own all the Big Pharma corps, Big Energy, Big Food, Big Agriculture,

Microsoft, Big Tech, all the other Big Corporations and absolutely Big Media. They are one giant monster, using divide-and-conquer

to rule and kill the rest of us. When enuf of us move past PIECES of the monster such as "capitalism," "the demonrats," "Big

Pharma," etc ad nauseam, THEN we the people will unite and DESTROY the monster, recovering our freedom and ushering in a time

of abundance and prosperity that is almost unimaginable today.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another term for this is social programming, which has been used since the Roman empire.

secularheretic.substack.com/p/how-social-programming-was-used-to
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If all the "argu" is all in political,pharmo`,with no spiritual combat,Then we have,unjust treatment, of the common folk.Those who are

connected to   the eternal judgement,have [faith] thats the Holy Ghost,See through the lie, multiplied,and confusing those without

truth...When the evil pushers proclaim the win,they get put down by their own treatment of we the people"Judgement will be merciless, to

those who show no mercy,"  All the fools who don`t believe in the promise of heaven or hell, will be crying for mercy,as they enter eternal

darkness...So those know whats to come,and those who don`t ,will never know...
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is some info as a comparison. This data is as of Feb 2021 so numbers are much higher now. Notice how many died from Covid over

the age of 85 which is well over the average life expectancy for men and women. How many actually died from old age or preexisting

health conditions or most likely the vast amounts of medications they are on. Being on 10 or 15 meds is not uncommon just ask anyone

working in a nursing home. datavisualizations.heritage.org/public-health/covid-19-deaths-by-age/
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mohair3
Joined On 8/31/2021 8:50:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a worrying time for sure.  It amazes me how hard they go after dissenters, when America used to be the place for Free Speech.  It's

scary.  We do need to band together somehow.  That is the key but easier said than done.    Because of Jan 6th most people are afraid to

gather in opposition.
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ghZnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1/6 was not caused by the opposition. Dig, you will Ind that it was a crowd inIltrated, excited, to do the planned bidding of the

moronarchy.
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi! I bought several books by Gustave Le Bon (study of crowds) after the "false" stories of the January 6 invasion of the capitol. His books

are very insightful. Thanks for sharing the PDF Ile pertaining to Gustave Le Bon. More people will now have access to the study of

crowds. Your question on why some people give up their freedom. Fear especially intense fear is a great motivator which relates to the

lack of knowledge. All controlled from behind the scenes. The "they" have studied this for many, many, many years and have various

psychiatrists/psychologists and other professionals to study the "effects" of fear and how to control the masses.  

"They" know "how" to use it to their advantage. Examine what happened on Black Friday with the stock market yesterday. The Dow lost

over 1000 points at one time yesterday. The "insiders" picked up shares "at a discount"  (buyers and sellers) when some people sold their

shares based on intense fear rather than Inding out if the companies they invested in were actually effected somehow. Was I fearful? NO

way! Once again, fear especially intense fear is a great tool to motivate the masses, for the most part, in a certain "direction" that the

"insiders" desire = madness for the masses. Thank you! Lise from Maine (former licensed clinician now retired)
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Was saying that yday to a friend in essence about FEAR and how the left continues to double, triple and quadruple down with using

it. It's all they really have at this point with so many waking up to the reality of the perpetrated scam and crimes against humanity

occurring! I personally know several puppet voters who are having WTF moments these days saying I did NOT vote for this! The

amount of buyers remorse occurring has to be vast with those who chose un-wisely in early Nov 2020
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Svelterman
Joined On 5/27/2021 6:20:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you are a Christian, please read and share Erwin Lutzer's book,, "We Will Not Be Slienced!"   You can buy it at Amazon or at Christian

Book Distributors (1/2 price).  Christians are on the enemy list of the leftists who control the mass formation campaign in the "West"

today!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Totalitarians try to use churches but they really don't like organized religion and will destroy it if possible. Fascism, Communism,

and now Global Technocracy.
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rebeccarustlee
Joined On 6/27/2019 2:45:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That was a wonderful conversation.  I was impressed with the intellectual and emotional maturity of both of them. As far as "free eoating

anxiety," it is something i have thought about a lot because I have dealt with it.  Anxiety is the Irst and foremost symptom that shows up

In chronic mercury poisoning which has now become epidemic, although totally overlooked and undiagnosed.
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As I am recovering from “IT” some of you may want to drop your phones and go wash your hand’s. Freedom will always remain in oneself.

I disagree with a major strategy proposed by this resistant theory, “ to break mass formation and prevent totalitarianism is for dissenters

to join together as one large group “.  Think … think … think, before you follow anyone into battle. This so called battle is not just for the

freedom within you, it is to control every square inch of mother earth. It already is divided into segment’s, called countries, and then

segmented numerous times until you get to the portion all call home. At each level there is friction at the boundaries. This friction has

been existent since the earliest time.

Now before I wander off too far, it is not a good idea to gather together in an extremely large group. Why? Because, for those old enough

to remember, this attempt was formulated at least 40 years ago. I myself believe even farther back; but it is just now getting to it’s

culmination. In these past 40 years the perpetrators of this global dance created a trump card, I hate using that word; but what was

created was a neutron bomb. Unlike those that were used in WWII, they could be detonated HIGH HIGH above ground level thus killing

life; but leaving the physical structures intact. !!

Maybe now, today we can realize why, why was such an instrument created? Was there something in the work’s, like a global take over?

Gee, that does sound familiar. Resistance in group’s, many, made up of segments of the whole, not massed together, standing in unison

would mean that the opposition would have to spread their resistance thin to oppose it. But it would also render their trump card useless

So resist, keep your mind focused; for even if you were chained being led to the chamber’s; your mind is the last stronghold. Not sure if

someone said this but; “I would rather die a standing  free man, than someone on their knee’s.”
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So simultaneous resistance in smaller groups spread all over large areas of space? Even in a single city it would make sense to try

that. Say the police are hostile and there are 60 of them. If 3,000 protesters meet in one area, the police can surround it and come

in with rubber bullets and tear gas and overpower them easily. Despite the superior numbers. BUT if they agree to meet at 50

different places--churches, locally owned restaurants, cafes, shops--things would be different. The cops would have a harder time

locating them. They would have to either split up and try to It dozens in one police car with only 2 police, or travel all over the place

together, taking a great deal of time. And if it were staggered it would bother them still more. Get rid of 50 at noon and another 50

congregate before two at the same location. Make them work for it.
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EllieKB
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:13:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow! I am so glad I am a Christian..a true follower of Christ. I am glad I have His word where I can read the predictions of all this and how

it will play out. I am glad I do not have a spirit of fear but a sound mind! I am glad I have the Holy Spirit who has led me into truth and not

to take the jab. But I am shocked and dismayed at my fellow believers who were fearful and took the jab. Let those who have ears let

them hear. And this is just the beginning. Watch for a false prophet, then a anti-Christ …one world gov’t, mark of the beast..666. Believe

on the Lord Jesus Christ now.
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Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Which "predictions" are you referring to, EllieKB?  The ones in the book of Revelation?  I would suggest that those are not true

visions, but rather a blueprint written by our enemy as to their plans for us.  By placing these "predictions" in the holy bible,

Christians will think all of this depredation upon us is inevitable and happily allowed by God.  I say no.
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myw2616
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The video would not display so I was unable to view it, where else can it be found?
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and6079
Joined On 2/16/2021 8:59:58 AM
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Wasn't "mass formation" previously referred to as "weak mindedness"?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes it was. The lost ability to use god given critical thinking and innate intuition is a problem for sure
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why do people willing buy into germ theory. Why are you considered sick when you test for HIV antibodies but immune when you test for

all other "virus" antibodies?  #TheContagionMyth #CovidMyths
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God repeats that twice in Proverbs! Also says in Romans 1& 2 Thessalonians 2 that men are lost not because of sin which can be dealt

w/& forgiven in Christ, but due to refusing to love the truth that they might pursue it to the Creator& Savior it points so they might be

saved. Men die in sin & receive its eternal penalty for that: for refusing to admit that the conviction of sin is just for them, as well as of

'people like that' they judge in their hearts& by conscience, proving the law is written on their hearts & that they know there is a standard,

that they do to others what they do not want done to themselves.  

Only the revelation of God, the written & preserved scriptures reveal the solution in the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the

scriptures, whether read or heard faithfully preached, that the only solution is the birth, death & resurrection of the only perfect man since

Adam's fall, who came to be born of a woman, tho he was the only Son of God, the Creator & one thru whom all things were created, who

sustains them by his word& power;  as well as the Son of Man: suscient & able as God, also justly able as Man. An antichrist unity of

equal error can't save.

As the holy, holy, holy Godhead is one & three, tripartite, even as man created in his image is one person, an individual w/ body, soul &

spirit.... the mystery of the Godhead made possible the salvation the fallen angelic creature & cherub, the disembodied spirit, Satan didn't

foresee in his plan to bring men to destruction& seize dominion over this earth. Law he could understand& manipulate, but God's perfect

love& mercy was beyond his comprehension, mighty& formidable as he is. That God himself would set aside his glory & condescend to

come, endure the same temptations of the eesh that men are subject to, yet overcome them in sinlessness, suffering & dying in the stead

of guilty mankind, paying the price...was UTTERLY beyond the ken of the father of all the children of pride. Still is.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Folks need to know the Creator & Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ who is the way, the truth& the life; according to the scriptures. The

scriptures bring 1st the Law revealing the character& standard of the thrice holy, personal Godhead, exposing& convicting every soul of

sin, then revealing his equally holy & absolutely perfect mercy, pointing toward the coming promise& solution for sin in Christ, now come:

the seed of the woman, for mankind created in his image: each individual w/ body, soul& spirit tho fallen as a race. The race of all

mankind being of one blood, inheriting sin passed on thru the 23 chromosome contribution of the man, toward the 46 chromosome

individual coming of the union of man & woman in one eesh.

Marriage written in evident truth, not something for men to redeIne in presumption, destroying the earth, bringing God's judgment. Only

God himself, coming in fulIllment of the promises ....odds w/ an exponent larger than the number of atoms in the known universe, to pay

what man cannot pay, & w/ healing & peace in his wings for those who repent toward the Father w/ faith toward the Lord Jesus to receive

the new birth of God, the indwelling seal,& earnest of a coming share in the inheritance of the Son of God, the Spirit who testiIes w/ the

spirit of the redeemed, bringing peace & meaning, freedom, sanity....assurance, meaning in life, value regardless of circumstance.

W/ the eesh still corruptible & not complete, incapable of sin, until after the resurrection:the just shall walk by faith in the meantime.

 Craft, philo$ophy & tradition can't do any of that in truth, but only attempt to counterfeit it. Satan is a the old father of lies, master

seducer, merchandiser par excellence: inspiring the same, w/loss of peace,bondage. True faith is sighted& not for sale or controllable by

any craft or elite, apolitical. God doesn't deal w/ the insincere,& man is not in control of that transaction save only to receive& follow truth,

to freely admit & receive,
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a few ideas as to how to prevent totalitarianism but I don't think they'd be popular with moderators here.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Such as destroying the actual culprit- Greater Israel. . .with its monopoly of information and fake [paper] "money."
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in_the_garden
Joined On 9/4/2007 10:58:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep in mind that there is a spirit realm and God's Word says that the struggle is not with eesh but with spirit realm. Eph 5:12 For our

struggle is not against eesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against

the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms.
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I kept reading and then started scanning as it became repetitive, wondering where is this large group that I can join to Ight the madness?

I saw none, so what's the point of the article?
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are many large groups "Ighting" (without violence) for Freedom. The various alternative media platforms, including this one,

CSPOA, My Patriots Network. Others.
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californiawoman
Joined On 5/5/2010 5:13:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While I agree with 99% of what Dr Mercola prints, I disagree with this article.  The problem is spiritual and  the solution is turning to God.
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JNo8752
Joined On 4/22/2019 7:14:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen! God is the source of happiness and contentment regardless of the state of the world. He is also the One who can help us

mere humans Ight the good Ight. The Bible points out how this will all end, but it also provides the tools needed to be strong

during these challenging days.
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wake up friend.  God is with us in this Ight, but Ight we must. Do you suggest we all just go into a church and get on our knees?

 Or do we get out there and talk to people one on one?  God is at our side when we do that.  Even dissenters have a mental seed of

doubt planted when we speak the real truth.  I look at it like planting seed thoughts, and some will grow
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In order to have a revival we need to get out there and break their Lockdowns.
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ rensmith, yes, break their lockdowns. An important thing I have not seen mentioned here is turning restaurants into PRIVATE

CLUBS. Two dollars to join the club at the door, and then a whole lot of onerous regulations no longer apply. The rules of the club

apply, which could include no masks allowed, or no jabs, or whatever. Too many rules just trades one dictatorship for another.
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